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Tiivistelmä
Tämä diplomityö käsittelee uutta hevostaloutta ja erityisesti sen 
vaikutuksia kulttuurimaisemiin Helsingin metropolialueella.  Helsingin 
seudun kasvaessa ja kaupungistumisen edetessä hevostalouden merkitys 
kaupunkisuunnittelussa tulee todennäköisesti kasvamaan. Tässä työssä 
nostetaan esille hevostalouden aiheuttamia keskeisiä suunnittelutarpeita 
ja -tavoitteita. Lopuksi esitetään visio entistä paremman talli- ja 
ratsastusreittiverkoston luomiseksi Helsinkiin ja sen ympäryskuntiin.

Viime vuosikymmenien aikana ratsastusharrastus ja hevosenpito 
ovat kasvattaneet suosiotaan Suomessa. Nykyään hevosenomistajat ja 
ratsastajat ovat yhä useammin kaupunkilaisia, ja huomattava osa talleista 
sijaitsee kasvavilla kaupunkiseuduilla Etelä-Suomessa. Hevosenpito on 
erityisen yleistä taajaman ja maaseudun välille sijoittuvalla peri-urbaanilla 
vyöhykkeellä. Lisääntyvän kaupungistumisen myötä hevostalous aiheuttaa 
uudenlaisia suunnittelutarpeita ja haasteita maankäytön suunnittelussa.

Kartanot ja kulttuurimaisemat ovat muodostuneet keskeisiksi 
hevosenpidon ja ratsastusharrastuksen paikoiksi Helsingin seudulla. 
Helsingissä, Espoossa, Vantaalla ja Sipoossa toimii yhteensä 15 talliyritystä, 
jotka ovat sijoittuneet vanhaan kartanoympäristöön. Lisäksi laajemmat 
kulttuurimaisemakokonaisuudet esimerkiksi Pohjois-Espoossa ja 
Vantaanjokilaaksossa toimivat monipuolisen hevosenpidon keskittyminä.

Hevosenpito sopii hyvin kulttuurihistoriallisesti arvokkaiden 
kartanoympäristöjen toiminnoksi, sillä se auttaa ylläpitämään 
erityisesti historiallisia talousrakennuksia ja avoimia biotooppeja. 
Kaupunkiympäristössä tallin ja kartanomaiseman yhdistelmä muodostaa 
monikäyttöisen toiminnallisen kokonaisuuden, joka tuottaa liikunta- ja 
virkistyspalveluja, ylläpitää kulttuurihistoriallisia arvoja luontevalla tavalla 
ja tuottaa ekosysteemipalveluja.
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Abstract
This thesis discusses the new horse economy and horse keeping in the Helsinki 
Metropolitan Area. The role of  horse economy is becoming an increasingly 
important issue in the urban planning as the Helsinki region grows and 
urbanization extends to former peri-urban zones. This thesis brings up the 
central planning tasks, challenges and aims that horse sector may produce in 
the future and presents a vision for new, enhanced stable and riding network for 
Helsinki and adjacent municipalities. 

During the last decades, riding and horse keeping have become increasingly 
popular in Finland.  Today, many riders and horse owners live in urban areas 
and a large number of  horse facilities are situated in the peri-urban zone of  the 
cities in South Finland. Horse economy is likely to create new challenges for 
land use planning as the region grows and urbanization expands.

The thesis focuses especially on cultural environments and manor landscapes 
that have become the central operational spaces for urban horse keeping today. 
Manor landscapes and cultural environments often offer viable preconditions 
for successful horse keeping. In Helsinki, Espoo, Vantaa and Sipoo, there are 
15 stable enterprises that function in manor environments. Additionally, there 
are concentrations of  varied forms of  horse keeping in many large cultural 
landscapes, such as North Espoo and Vantaa river valley. Horse keeping is a 
natural function for historically valuable manor environments since it helps 
in maintaining old buildings, traditional biotopes and authentic atmosphere. 
In an urban setting, the combination of  manor and horse facility forms 
a multifunctional  space that offers sport and recreation services, maintains 
cultural historical values and produces ecosystem services.

Key words  horse economy, cultural landcapes, urban planning, green 
infrastructures
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Introduction 

I have been a horse girl as long as I can remember - and even before that. 
I cannot say I recall, but one of  my first experiences on horseback took 
place about at the age of  three at the Tuomarinkylä riding center right 
next to the Tuomarinkylä manor museum. I started regular riding lessons 
just few years later in the Karlvik riding school, next to the Östersundom 
manor which at that time still kept pigs and belonged to Sipoo. When 
I outgrew Karlvik’s ponies, I changed stables to Eriksnäs - a stable in a 
manor setting as well. 

My interest in horses and cultural landscapes, along with my personal 
experiences, directed me to investigate the relationship between horses 
and manor environments for my thesis. At the early stages of  the project, 
I realized that larger issues affected my subject. The trends of  new horse 
economy, urbanization and 21st century city planning formed a framework 
for my study. Horse sector affects the capital region cities in many surprising 
ways and there was a need to collect information about it here and now. 

Horse sector is large and multifaceted so I chose the wide perspective for 
this thesis. The aim is to form a comprehensive image of  what is going 
on regarding horse activities in the capital region. This thesis covers the 
current state of  horse activities, their status in urban planning and their 
relationship to cultural landscapes. Finally I will present my vision for 
the  future horse sector with the wish that little girls could continue going 
riding in manor landscapes  - and beyond.

Introduction to the subject
Horse sector has been growing and urbanizing fast in the recent decades in 
Europe and North America. Horse sector and horse related activities have 
found their place in the fringes of  the cities and shaped the development 
of  the peri-urban landscape in several cities around the world, also in 
Finland (Elgåker, 2012). Horse related activities engage a growing number 
of  people, from horse owners and riders to employees and professionals at 
different levels providing them with products and services (Laitinen et al., 
2014). Horse sector is creating new kinds of  activities in the agricultural 
zones and promoting economic growth in areas where traditional 
agriculture is struggling to survive (Elgåker, 2012). Thanks to the urban 
rider clientele, horses are becoming an increasingly urban issue.

At the same time, cities are enlarging globally which creates a pressure 
for urbanization in the peri-urban zones. This global development is also 
visible in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area. The population is growing thanks 
to the migration from other parts of  the country towards Helsinki and its 
surrounding communities. New residential areas are planned and built in 
the green areas as well as in the former peri-urban and agricultural zones. 
The extending urbanization poses a challenge to the growing horse sector 
by reducing the space where stables are able to operate. Horse activities 
require adequate spaces to function and, as the growth of  horse sector is 
likely to continue, new solutions are called for to integrate horse activities 
into the city.

Before its urbanization in the 18th and 19th century the Helsinki region was 
a rural community characterized by numerous manors and distinct cultural 
landscapes. In the course of  the centuries, these cultural environments have 
served in different roles and functions, from mediaeval gentry households 
to 20th century upper class summer villas and commercial farms. Many 
manor environments have been integrated to the urban fabric as the 
urbanization has spread in the Helsinki region (Hautamäki, 2016). Despite 
their cultural, historical and functional values, manor environments and 
especially their free green areas face the pressure of  urbanization as cities 
are growing bigger and denser.

Manor landscapes are also a significant operational space for horse sector 
in the Helsinki region. Horse activities have concentrated in areas that have 
mostly preserved their rural appearance and several stables are situated 
in the old manor environments. Manors offer a compelling platform for 
securing and developing horse activities within the urban fabric. Manor 
landscapes and horse activities form an efficient and beneficial land-using 
combination in the city environment.



Thesis outline

The primary questions this thesis discusses are the following: 

• What is horse sector like in the capital region today? 
• What is the status and role of  horse sector in urban planning? 
• How does horse sector interact with manors and cultural environments?
• How could horse sector promote planning and construction of  better 

cities? 

The academic framework for this study is mainly based on the works of  
two researchers, Hanna Elgåker an Ranja Hautamäki. Hanna Elgåker has 
studied the horse sector in the peri-urban landscapes in Sweden and offers 
valuable insight into the interaction of  horse sector and urbanization. 
Ranja Hautamäki has studied the urbanization of  manor environments in 
Helsinki and the role of  cultural landscapes in the city. Their findings and 
ideas are used as a starting point for my study and analyses. The source 
material is complemented with information and materials from public 
authorities, reports, inventories and interviews.

This thesis combines literary review, map analyses and strategic planning 
in order to form a good view of  the existing situation and envision the 
best possible future for horse activities in the Helsinki region. In the first 
part I will present and discuss the current trends of  new horse economy 
in Finland, provide the basic knowledge of  stables and the planning tasks 
they produce and discuss the effects of  urbanization on horse sector. In 
the second part I will present the characteristics of  both existing horse 
activities and manor landscapes in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area and 
study the typologies and urbanization of  manor-stable combinations, 
their common nominators and implications in the planning on regional 
and local level. In the third part I will discuss the findings of  previous 
chapters and present my vision for the future horse and riding network in 
the Helsinki Metropolitan Area. 

Framing of the subject

• This thesis discusses the horse sector in terms of  horseback riding 
and associated equestrian disciplines. Trotting is another big branch 
of  Finnish horse economy, but it is left out from this thesis as its 
characteristics are rather different from that of  horseback riding and 
its significance in urban areas is relatively small. 

• The four municipalities, Helsinki, Espoo, Sipoo and Vantaa, were 
chosen as a study area in order to form a comprehensive image of  horse 
sector in the capital region and simultaneously restrict the number of  
manors and stables studied to a reasonable level. The effects of  peri-
urban and rural horse economy cover all of  the Uusimaa region, which 
would be worth of  another thesis. 

• Manors as a land use category were chosen as a study area due to their 
status in the landscape and cityscape. This thesis may provide ideas 
and applications for other historical environments as well.





PART I 
Urban horse keeping

1. WHY HORSES? 
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1.1 Urbanization and horse economy in 
Helsinki Metropolitan Area

1.2 Horse sector in Finland

Today, Helsinki Metropolitan Area is attracting new inhabitants. The city 
of  Helsinki is preparing for a population increase of  around 250 000 
new inhabitants by 2050 and the municipalities surrounding the capital 
are gaining inhabitants as well. The Helsinki region is estimated to gain 
600 000 new inhabitants by 2050 (Helsingin kaupunkisuunnitteluvirasto, 
2016). The new population needs houses, which creates a strong pressure 
to develop free areas, green areas and former agricultural land into urban 
residential, job and service areas.

At the same time, the number of  horses and horse keeping facilities has 
been growing steadily in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area, following the 
global trend of  new horse economy. In the recent decades, horse keeping 
has turned from a rural activity to a peri-urban phenomenon in many 
Western countries, including Finland. The strong growth of  equine sector 
especially in the fringes of  cities has brought up the discussion about the 
role of  horses in the urban environment (Elgåker, 2012).

Helsinki Metropolitan Area has a lively, ever developing horse sector, which 
is today both threatened and boosted by the extending urbanization. The 
areas and spaces that can be used for horse activities are decreasing and 
transforming, which poses challenges for existing equine functions and 
may reduce horse sector’s future possibilities. On the other hand, increasing 
population and transformation of  cityscape offer new possibilities for the 
development of  equine activities. 

So far, the significance and needs of  horse sector have been easily 
neglected in the urban planning. Helsinki region has the highest population 
density and horse density in Finland. As the urbanization continues, the 
question of  urban horse keeping is becoming more and more actual.  New 
approaches and solutions are needed in order to integrate the growing 
equine sector and new urban development in a best possible way in the 
Helsinki Metropolitan Area.

The development of  recreational and lifestyle driven horse activities in the 
recent decades is generally referred to as the new horse economy. It has 
developed gradually in the western countries during the 21st century as 
horse activities have gained popularity and importance. In many countries, 
the number of  horses has increased fast especially in the peri-urban 
countryside of  large cities.

Today, horse keeping has become primarily a lifestyle question. A large 
number of  horses in society has been associated with a high level of  
education, high income level and low unemployment rate (Elgåker, 2012). 
These factors promote recreational horse keeping which in itself  does 
not necessarily produce anything but subjective pleasure and well-being. 
However, new horse economy has brought along various direct and 
indirect impacts that affect the society in both abstract and physical level.

The global development and trends of  horse sector can also be detected 
in Finland. In the past, the Finnish rural society was characterized by a 
large number of  small farms where almost every farmer had a working 
horse (Andersson and Eklund, 2011, p. 23). During the 20th century 
the significance of  working horses started to diminish in a modernizing 
society and the number of  horses plunged from 300 000 in the beginning 
of  1900’s to just some 30 000 in 1980’s (Suomen Hippos, 2017). The 
new horse economy started to affect Finland in the 1970’s and 1980’s, 
when new riding schools were established in the capital region to provide 
teaching in riding and horsemanship. Many of  them are still functioning 
today and have reached an esteemed status in the minds of  many Finnish 
horse people. 

In the beginning of  the 2000’s, the popularity of  riding skyrocketed and the 
number of  horses and riders increased fast. Especially adult women living 
in urban areas took up riding in masses and contributed to the growth 
of  the new horse economy in Finland. In addition, the new directive 

considering the size of  stalls for horse keeping by EU has powered a surge 
in horse facility building and renovation during the last decade (Sundvall, 
2017). A lot has been happening during the 2000’s in the point of  view of  
horse sector.

Riding is often considered as a hobby for young girls but the recent 
decades have shown a notable increase in the amount of  adult riders. 
Already in 2001 the amount of  riding adults passed that of  children and 
young people. Today, 63% of  all riders are adults (Suomen Hippos, 2016). 
In 2009, there were approximately 160 000-170 000 riders in Finland, and 
riding was one of  the twelve most popular free-time activities for children 
and youth (Suomen kuntoliikuntaliitto, 2010). Riding remains a female 
sport, however, as 95% of  all riders are girls or women (Laitinen et al., 
2014, p. 74). 20% of  girls of  age from 10 to 18 have riding as a hobby and 
a total of  5% of  Finnish female population are riders (Laitinen et al., 2014, 
p. 75).

There are 35 000 horse owners in Finland today (Laitinen et al., 2014, p. 
19). Since 1980, the number of  horses has increased by 140%, being 74 
200 horses in total in 2016 (Suomen Hippos, 2016). During the last decade, 
the number of  riding facilities has doubled and the majority of  horses 
and horse related activities are concentrated in the southern Finland near 
urban areas, where most horse owners and riders live today (Laitinen et al., 
2014, p. 11).

74 200 horses and ponies 35 000 horse owners 160 000 - 170 000 rid ers
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1.3 What’s a stable really?

A stable is the most important physical space considering horse keeping. 
Stables are, however, rather diverse land use category since their physical 
requirements and appearance depend on the number of  horses, character 
of  horse keeping and activities of  the stable. Modern stables are 
simultaneously farms, sport facilities and service sector enterprises.

The most common stable types near urban settlements are riding schools 
and stables for private horse keeping. A riding center can also combine 
different activities. For the majority of  riding centers the main operations 
are giving riding lessons, leasing stalls and taking care of  privately owned 
horses. Other activities may vary from horse breeding to arranging riding 
camps according to the stable owners’ interests and resources (Heiskanen, 
2002, p. 21).

The number of  horses is a useful way to categorize stables. Small stables 
for approximately 3 to 5 horses are mainly considered home stables where 
the owner keeps just their own horses. Stables for 6 to 10 horses tend to 
be enterprises that provide horse keeping services (Heiskanen, 2002, p. 
20). The majority of  stables for over ten horses are most often a primary 
occupation and business for the stable owner (Heiskanen, 2002, p. 20). 
According to the guidelines of  Evira, the stables for over six horses are 
regarded as professional horse keeping which makes them subjects to the 
municipal supervision (2017). In an average riding school, the number of  
horses may vary from ten to fifty horses. Facilities for over sixty horses are 
considered so big that they require an environmental permit to function.

There are a variety of  different equestrian disciplines. The most common 
taught in riding schools are dressage and jumping, along with the basic skills 
of  horsemanship. However, individual stables may specialize on certain 
disciplines or provide special activities, such as eventing, western riding, 
trail riding, harness driving, equestrian vaulting and Icelandic horse riding. 
The range of  activities may affect the need of  space and appearance of  
the stable environment. For example, eventing and harness driving require 
outdoor training tracks.

100 km

Horse density in Finland
horses / square kilometer

1,54

0,8

0,3

0,1

0

Fig. 1 Horse density in Finland (Laitinen et al., 2014, p. 12)

160 000 - 170 000 rid ers 5% of girls and women are riders
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Stable recipe: prerequisites for successful 
horse keeping

Despite the diversity of  horse keeping in terms of  stable size and functions, 
there are some common features and general prerequisites for all stable 
environments. Stable is a multifunctional space that is formed based on 
the requirements of  horse keeping, arrangement of  riding activities and 
species-specific needs of  horses. The spatial program of  an average stable 
is ideally arranged into different functional zones (Harju, 2005, pp. 55–56). 

Traffic and parking zone Stables and paddocksIndoor and outdoor riding arenasManagement area, storage, 
warehouses, machinery

Pastures
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Site topography and characteristics
Spatial functioning of  a stable is largely based on the appropriate 
topography of  the site. Topography and soil conditions affect the 
situation of  buildings and other functions and create preconditions for 
the environmental management.

An ideal site for a stable is relatively level and dry with easily constructible 
soil. A stable needs quite large, flat areas for construction of  riding arenas 
and parking spaces as well as free space for paddocks and pastures . The 
site shouldn’t be situated close to a source of  noise, such as major road, and 
it should be well connected to the surrounding green areas. The crossings 
of  bridle routes with busy roads should be avoided. (Harju, 2005, p. 21)

Stables and paddocks should be situated close to each other in order to 
save time and labor when taking the horses in or out. Pastures can be 
located a little further away from the stable center.

Traffic
A stable requires plenty  traffic to function properly. Traffic can be 
separated into three types, which are car traffic (riders, staff, farrier and 
vet), horse trailer traffic (transporting horses to competitions or to vet) 
and management traffic (delivery of  fodder and beddings, abduction of  
manure) as well as emergency traffic (Wheeler, 2006, p. 31). Consequently, 
the stable environment needs to be easily accessible for heavy traffic all 
year around. Occasional competitions or events may pose a manifold need 
for parking spaces for horse trailers and public. For safety reasons, the 
vehicular traffic and horse traffic in the stable area should be separated 
(Harju, 2005, p. 55). Fluent and clear internal traffic promotes a safe stable 
environment for both people and horses.

Stables and riding arenas
The most important buildings in a riding facility are the stables and riding 
arenas.

Stable is a horse’s home and its spaces and functional zones are composed 
based on the needs of  horses and their handling. Decree on protection 
of  horses (2010) defines the adequate size of  stalls. Otherwise, the stable 
can be arranged by various design principles. Horses live longer than 
production animals so the standards regarding the health and safety of  
their keeping environment are generally higher. A stable should be well air-
conditioned or ventilated, well lit, dust-free and calm. These features affect 
also the people who frequent and work in the stable.

A riding arena is a necessity for any stable that keeps riding horses. A 
small stable may do well with only an outdoor riding arena, but even for 
a small riding school an indoor riding arena has nowadays become a basic 
requirement. In southern Finland this is well justified due to the varying 
climate and weather conditions.

The bigger the riding centre the bigger the arena. A riding arena can span 
from 24mx40m (small stable) to 30mx90m (big riding centre) (Harju, 2005, 
p. 17). Often big riding centres even have multiple indoor and outdoor 
riding arenas to provide enough space for all riders. An outdoor riding arena 
should be flat, dry and frost free which must be considered in planning 
and construction. Whenever possible, the riding arena should be situated 
in a naturally level and even site where the soil is easily constructible.

Indoor riding arenas tend to look like large storage buildings, as their main 
function is to provide a shelter from weather conditions. An indoor riding 
arena is a modern building type, born out of  contemporary necessities. 
There are no matching buildings in the traditional cultural landscape 
regarding the size and relations. Yet, many modern agricultural buildings 
share the same type and habitus, so in a rural landscape indoor riding 
arenas blend in quite well.

Implementing a large bulky hall in the small-scale cultural landscape can 
be quite hard regarding the visual appearance of  the site. Therefore, the 
landscape and visual impacts must be carefully considered when deciding 
the most appropriate place for an indoor riding arena. Additionally, the 
riding arena does nothave to look like a storage hall and considerable 
benefits could be acquired with open-minded architectural vision 
(Schnitzler, 2016).

Additionally, stable buildings may include various warehouses and sheds 
for storing feed and machinery. Modern stables often feature offices, 
dressing rooms, gathering spaces and cafeterias as well.

Paddocks, pastures and fences
Free outdoor exercise is beneficial for the well-being of  horses and it is 
a well-established practice to provide horses with few hours of  free time 
outdoors every day. This means that around the stable buildings, there are 
numerous paddocks of  varying sizes. Paddocks and their fences create a 
visual landscape that differs from most other contemporary animal farms 
and has not had a historical equivalent either.

For horses’ safety, the fences around paddocks and pastures should be well 
visible. This produces a visual impact in the landscape. Since there can 
be many paddock fences around the stable, the appearance of  the fence 
is worth a thought. Well-kept and maintained fences contribute to the 
positive image of  the stable and can be considered an important aesthetic 
feature in the stable setting (Wheeler, 2006, p. 209).

There are no official requirements for the size of  the paddocks. A general 
recommendation is to have a paddock of  500 m² per two horses (Harju, 
2005, p. 17). The horse should be able to move freely and in all gaits within 
the paddock. The paddock surface should be dry and sufficiently level. 
The terrain can be naturally diverse, but possible danger zones, such as 
crags, pits and bluffs should be fenced out.  

Pasture is a large free space with vegetated surface where horses are 
able to eat grass. Normally horses only spend time on pastures in the 
summertime, so it is not necessary to have the pastures in the immediate 
vicinity of  the stable. However, the pastures should be easily accessible 
and easy to surveil on a daily basis. Ecologically ideal situation would be 
that horses get all their forage from the pasture and by doing so, collected 
the excess nutrients off  the soil. This would prevent eutrophication and 
help maintaining the grassland biotopes. In practice, this is not always 
possible, since many horses are ridden and given supplements even in the 
summertime. However, providing horses with the possibility to feed on 
grass enhances the equine well-being, helps to maintain the pasture open 
and provides natural management to the grassland biotope.  

Bridle routes
Riding outdoors in the nature is a great experience for both people and 
horses. Therefore, in addition to indoor and outdoor riding arenas, a stable 
needs some bridle routes in its near surroundings. These routes can be 
used for different purposes, from warm-ups to endurance training or just 
to provide the horses and riders with some variety from everyday training.

There is a recommendation to have different bridle route options in the 
vicinity of  a stable, these including short 15-to-20-minute routes, one-hour 
routes that can be ridden on a riding lesson, and even routes for trekking 
and endurance riding for several hours or several days (Harju, 2005, p. 17). 
The length of  bridle routes can vary from 5km to 40km. An ideal length 
for a day trek on horseback is some 30km. Therefore, the stables need 
designated paths or enough free space around them to have bridle routes. 
A route itself  can be either a beaten path or a more constructed structure, 
but good drainage and safe surface material, sufficient free space on the 
route and good visibility are the basic requirements.

Riding outside of  the stable and planning of  bridle routes may cause heated 
discussions. The argumentation is opened further in the chapter 2.6.
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Stable metabolisms
An average riding facility, especially in the urban zone, is primarily a service 
and recreational trade, not a farm. However, horse facilities depend on 
agricultural products and services.

Horses are naturally grass eaters and need several kilos of  hay or silage 
every day to keep healthy. Many stables, especially those close to the 
cities, don’t have the resources to produce their own hay and silage but 
are depending on the hay bought from other farmers. Especially riding 
schools are often buying all their forage. The horses’ stalls are furnished 
with bedding consisting of, for example, straw, wood shavings, peat, hemp 
or the combinations of  these, loose or pelleted (Airaksinen, 2006, p. 
20). The consumption of  forage and beddings is constant and the most 
economical solution is to buy it from local producers and suppliers.

The stalls are cleaned daily from excrements and wet bedding, which creates 
a considerable amount of  manure to be handled at the stable. One horse 
produces about 12 cubic metres of  manure every year (Ympäristöministeriö, 
2003). Manure is probably the most regulated substance in a stable setting. 
Manure handling and disposal is rather difficult for horse facilities that do 
not have their own farmland since most laws and decrees concerning it are 
laid down and intepreted from the point of  view of  productive agriculture 
(Airaksinen, 2006, p. 13). In most urban and peri-urban areas the manure 
is given out to external recipients who then dispose of  it as required by law. 
Consequently, horse facilities create a need for manure handling services

Developing the practices for manure recycling and reuse according to the 
circular economy ideals could offer several benefits in terms of  sustainable 
development. To date, manure recycling and reuse is mostly happening 
through local and small scale initiatives. There could be plenty of  economic 
potential in manure recycling. 

1.4 Future trends affecting stable keeping

Manure composting is primarily recommended since composting allows 
the reuse of  organic material and nutrients included in the manure. Apart 
from agricultural farming, gardening enterprises could benefit from co-
operation with stables. Manure can be used in energy production through 
combustion and production of  biogas. With local small energy plants, 
stables could directly use their manure to provide energy to the stable. 

Technical solutions and machinery for both composting and local energy 
production exist, but their large scale implementation is hindered by small 
demand and sometimes restrictive environmental regulations. Some energy 
companies have taken initiative to utilize horse manure by combining 
manure disposal service for stables with energy production. However, 
more experimentation and practical solutions are still required to increase 
the use of  horse manure. 

Stable as a social space
Horse keeping and riding may take up considerable amount of  people’s free 
time. In addition to the equine needs, stable environments are affected by 
the needs of  human comfort and social functions. Nowadays, adult urban 
riders’ requirements affect the way stables are perceived and constructed. 
For many a smudgy countryside stable is not enough anymore but certain 
quality is required from the stable environment.  

Today, riding is often perceived as developing one’s individual well-being. 
Riders set personal goals and expect results. Therefore, the demand for 
complementary services, such as personal trainer activities on stables has 
become a big trend (Sundvall, 2017). Many larger stables also provide 
complementary sport classes, such as pilates, for their clients. This affects 
the spatial requirements of  stables. In addition to horse stables, there may 
be a need for gathering spaces, gyms and associated dressing rooms for 
people. 

Indoor riding arena can take surprising forms. “Stork nest” riding arena by SGL 
Projekt in Semtín, Czech Republic. Photo by Jaroslav Malý (Dezeen, 2012).

Paddock fences in Tuomarinkylä, Helsinki. 
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Another growing trend is the increasing number of  senior citizens who 
ride. Now, there is a small number of  65+ riders, but the group is growing 
fast (Sundvall, 2017). In time, it is likely that stable environments and spaces 
need to address the needs of  elderly riders in terms of  easy accessibility, 
perception and orientation.

Riding facilities that provide spaces and services for people who do not 
ride themselves is also a growing trend. For instance, riding center Aino 
in Järvenpää features a restaurant and comfortable “horse-free” space for 
people who visit the stable but do not wish to interact with the animals, 
such as parents who take their children to the stable. In rural and peri-
urban areas the stable may be the only service in the neighborhood 
providing sport services, gathering spaces and chances for socializing. For 
example, Espoo stable in West Espoo provides a space for choir practice 
at the stable since there are no other public open gathering spaces available 
in the neighborhood (Tollet, 2017). These kind of  services and functions 
are likely to increase in the future and affect the horse facility planning and 
design. 

Equine well-being shaping horse keeping practices
Ethological and biological research provide new knowledge about the 
aspects affecting the well-being of  horses. In the light of  these studies, many 
everyday practices of  contemporary horse keeping have been questioned 
as obsolete or even harmful for the equine well-being. The ideal of  horse 
keeping is moving towards a more natural and horse-centered direction. 

The development of  horse keeping practices is likely to increase the area 
requirements of  stables in the future. The most visible trend of  horse-
centered ideals in a stable environment is the growing interest to keep 
horses in a shed instead of  a stall. In a shed stable, horses are often kept in 
a herd and they are able to move freely between indoors and outdoors as 

they please. Shed keeping requires larger outdoor paddocks than traditional 
stable, since the wear of  the outdoor surfaces cannot be regulated as easily 
by keeping horses inside. 

At the same time, especially bigger riding centers are becoming increasingly 
regulated spaces, where horses spend most of  the time in individual stalls 
and move only under human supervision in the riding arena or walking 
machine. The stable keeping is likely to diversify even more in the future 
according to the stable owners’ ideals and practical preconditions. This 
increases the diversity of  horse and stable keeping, which in turn requires 
even more specialized, innovative and local solutions.  
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PART I 
Urban horse keeping

2. HORSES IN 
AN URBANIZING 

LANDSCAPE
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New horse economy is tied to the peri-urban countryside and its 
urbanization dynamics. The relationship between growing horse economy 
and peri-urban landscape has been previously studied in Sweden. Sweden 
has the highest number of  horses per capita in Europe and 75% of  all 
horses and 66% of  all horse establishments are situated in larger cities or 
in the peri-urban areas (Elgåker, 2011a, p. 18). The majority of  horses are 
therefore kept in densely populated urban regions. Sweden is rather similar 
to Finland in terms of  culture, municipal administration, land use planning 
system and climate. Therefore, it offers well comparable and applicable 
insight into the dynamics of  horse sector in the urban and peri-urban 
setting.

The concept of  peri-urban is used to refer to the zone between traditionally 
urban and traditionally rural areas in the countryside that surrounds cities. 
This zone has specific qualities and features created by both the urban 
and rural dynamics and their various interactions that depend on lifestyle, 
population density, work and commuting opportunities, infrastructures 
and agriculture (Elgåker, 2011a, p. 20). The peri-urban zone is a planning 
task of  special character but its needs are nevertheless easily neglected 
in planning and management. Existing planning instruments most often 
assume a clear boundary between the city and the countryside but in the 
modern metropols this approach is hardly functional anymore (Elgåker, 
2011a, p. 20). The peri-urban zone needs a specific and sensitive planning 
approach that acknowledges its special characteristics.

In terms of  regional planning, environment and infrastructures are 
becoming increasingly important issues in the peri-urban zone (Elgåker, 
2011a, p. 23). Assuring the connectivity, continuity and functionality of  
both green and grey infrastructures within and between municipalities 

2.1 Peri-urban phenomenon

forms a framework for the further development of  the whole region. 
Additionally, there is a growing need to take into account the new land 
uses emerging outside of  the traditonal rural land uses, especially leisure 
activities and new lifestyles, such as new horse economy (Elgåker, 2011a, 
p. 23).

Today, the peri-urban zone in many cities has shifted to a post-productivity 
landscape, where new lifestyle and leisure driven land-uses are developing 
parallel to the traditional primary production of  farmstead goods (Elgåker 
et al., 2010). The peri-urban zone can be considered a new kind of  
landscape, which is dominated by large tracts of  agriculture and forestry 
but complemented with other activities and functions that develop 
gradually from private and small-scale initiatives. These new land-uses 
together may have a notable impact from local to society level. Locally 
marginal activities may have regional importance with direct and indirect 
multiplier effects (Elgåker, 2011a, p. 20).

Horse sector is one of  the main increasing activities in the peri-urban 
areas. Additionally, its way of  using the land and landscape is very specific 
and transboundary. Horse sector involves private and public interests, 
formal and informal economies and recreational and agricultural land 
use (Elgåker, 2012). Horse facilities are established because of  individual 
lifestyle and leisure choices and they use farmland in an untraditional way. 
Instead of  farmstead goods, horse farms produce services for riders and 
horse owners. Increasing number of  stables in the landscape also creates 
an impact in terms of  land use, visual appearance and environmental 
management. These factors make horse sector an especially interesting 
planning task in the peri-urban areas.
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Horse sector and peri-urban economics
The increasing number of  horses in the peri-urban countryside has a 
considerable positive economic  impact. Stables use large quantities of  
farmstead goods in the form of  fodder and beddings that are most often 
bought in from local farmers. Horse facilities stabilize the economy of  
rural areas by providing a reliable customer base and diversifying the 
economical structure of  a given area.

The stables have a direct impact on the countryside landscape and vitality 
(Laitinen et al., 2014, p. 15). Horse sector provides a lucrative chance of  
specializing for farmers. It creates a clear target group and new market-
driven possibilities for local producers (Elgåker, 2011a, p. 17). Horse farms 
tend to ”out-source” a significant amount of  farm-related functions, such 
as field work and production of  fodder and bedding (Elgåker, 2011a, 
p. 17). Especially in the vicinity of  cities, horse facilities are primarily a 
service industry which means that they buy most of  their products from 
the farmers, therefore providing farmers a ”land-using” alternative for 
traditional farm commodity production (Elgåker, 2011a, p. 17). A farmer 
providing services for horse sector may easily make use of  existing 
machines, land and labor. A farmer may start to produce horse hay parallel 
to his other activities without the need of  re-education, for example 
(Elgåker, 2011a, p. 17). Furthermore, in Finland the production of  hay and 
silage for horses is today more profitable than production of  cereals. The 
farmers may also offer their fields and grasslands of  low productivity to 
be used as pastures for horses to gain income (Laitinen et al., 2014, p. 15). 
By doing so, they are able to diversify their activities and create economical 
security.

In terms of  agricultural products, it is estimated that the purchasing power 
of  agricultural produce of  all the horses in Finland equals that of  300 000-
375 000 people. In other words, horses bring the equal amount of  income 
to the farmers as the population of  Turku or Tampere region (Laitinen et 

al., 2014, p. 16). The economic impact of  horse sector is greatest in South 
Finland since there are about 16 000 stables in Finland, and half  of  them 
are situated in the southernmost part of  the country. Horse sector is a 
growing branch of  agriculture in the core countryside as well. In Finland, 
for instance, the number of  horse farms (1800) already exceeds the total 
number of  sheep and poultry farms (Laitinen et al., 2014, p. 14).

Large number of  stables create a demand for services that support equine 
activities. Regardless of  the stable types and horse facilities present in the 
given area, they nevertheless form a local economical driver. The economy 
of  horse sector can be understood using the idea of  economic clusters 
(Elgåker, 2011a, pp. 16–17).

Horse facilities form the core of  a cluster that provides income for specialist 
businesses and professionals such as farriers, veterinarians, producers 
of  fodder, sellers of  farm equipment and horse tack and so on. These 
are accompanied by complementary market goods and services, such as 
sales of  horse insurances and transportation. The third component of  
the equine economy are the firms providing specialized horse-oriented 
services and goods, such as equine massage, as well as professionals 
and service firms with staff  specializing on the specific needs of  horse 
sector such as architects, real estate brokers and insurances among others 
(Elgåker, 2011a, pp. 16–17).

Horse owners also benefit the municipality in economic terms. People 
who can afford to keep horses are usually lucrative inhabitants for 
municipality in other ways, too. As described above, horse keeping boosts 
the agricultural activities and the specialist businesses in the municipality. 
Additionally, horse owners pay their taxes to the municipality, enroll their 
children to local school, buy local produce and help keep the countryside 
inhabited (Elgåker, 2012).

Horses in peri-urban landscape management
Horses are nowadays the most visible farmstead animals in the countryside. 
Use of  horses in the landscape management is likely to gain importance 
as traditional production animals are concentrated in ever-bigger farm 
facilities in the core countryside (Isokoski, 2011, p. 88). Horses participate 
in landscape management in two ways: indirectly through fodder cultivation 
and directly through grazing.

As described above, horse facilities tend to be net-buyers of  fodder, 
since few horse facilities, especially in the peri-urban zone, have farming 
activities of  their own. Production of  horse hay and silage has ecological 
and biodiversity benefits. Instead of  cereal monocultures, some fields can 
be cost-effectively cultivated with grass, which enhances the quality of  soil 
and increases the species diversity and living conditions of  different flora 
and fauna (Laitinen et al., 2014, p. 15).

Due to the extensive industrialisation of  agriculture and animal production, 
grazing of  natural meadows and pastures has been gradually diminishing 
in Finland during the last century. This development has led many cultural 
landscape biotopes and species to become endangered. Horse grazing 
in a large extent helps to preserve the traditional meadow and pasture 
biotopes (Elgåker, 2012). Horses may be used to directly graze pastures 
and meadows, which helps preserving the traditional biotopes. Fields 
of  low-productivity that cannot be used in food production may also be 
used as pastures which in turn keeps the landscape open and protects 
the grassland biotope from reforestation (Laitinen et al., 2014, p. 15). The 
growing number of  horses in the peri-urban zone helps to maintain a 
diverse cultural landscape in a cost-effective way.
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Regardless of  its positive aspects, horse sector has also become a source of  
conflict in the peri-urban zones. Horses occupy large tracts of  land, mostly 
in areas where competition for land is already high due to infrastructures, 
agriculture, housing and other developments. Especially the dynamics of  
urbanization affect peri-urban horse keeping in several ways. Horse sector, 
on one hand, contributes to the urbanization of  peri-urban countryside 
and, on the other hand, often has to suffer from new urban development. 

Today, the peri-urban zones and rural municipalities surrounding the cities 
are often considered attractive places to live. There are many positive 
images attached to living in the countryside, including the spacious, calm 
and safe living environment, living close to nature and the precence of  
farms and farm animals (Isokoski, 2011, p. 24). The migration from 
urban metropols to the peri-urban zone has been a trend in the regional 
development in Finland in the recent years. Even though according to the 
latest surveys the situation is changing and many families are “staying” 
in the cities (SYKE, 2017), many Finnish people appreciate living in a 
detached house and the quality of  living environment is considered higher 
in the fringes of  cities than in the urban core (Isokoski, 2011, p. 78).

As an originally rural area is urbanized, there are both physical and 
psychological changes. The new inhabitants bring along the need for new 
residential housing and services that transform the rural landscape. The 
existing functions, values and habits as well as the culture of  communication 
are transformed (Isokoski, 2011, p. 24). The change derives from the 
general urbanization of  values and attitudes that post-urban newcomers 
bring along to their new living environment. The aspects that ”native” 
countryside inhabitants consider normal in their living environment may 
start to appear as undesirable in the eyes of  new inhabitants, whose image 
of  countryside living may differ from that of  the ”natives”. These aspects 

2.2 The stable must go! 

may include, for example, smells, noises and the presence of  animals 
”in wrong places” such as roads. Romantic images of  pastoral living are 
crashed with the muddy truth (Isokoski, 2011, p. 63).

Unfortunately, moving to the peri-urban zones is attractive to both 
horse owners and people who appreciate countryside living with often 
conflicting interests. In Finland and especially in the Uusimaa region, 
the building of  small stables has already caused local conflicts (Isokoski, 
2011, p. 78). Combining horse keeping and residential housing in an 
urbanizing landscape can be considered one of  the most important yet 
most complicated planning tasks related to horse sector.

Horse keeping is first and foremost a lifestyle choice. Many people are 
attracted by the possibility to live close to nature and keep their own horses, 
which in turn enhances their quality of  life and subjective well-being and 
happiness. Today, peri-urban zones of  cities even offer good possibilities 
for commuting, so horse owners may have a job in the city and home in 
the countryside at the same time. This combination of  individual choices 
and spatial features of  peri-urban zone has contributed to the emergence 
of  a lot of  small private stables close to urban areas with accumulating 
landscape impact. Horse keeping in peri-urban zones can be very diverse, 
consisting both of  old countryside stables and newly established horse 
facilities of  varying sizes. 

Urbanization may have serious negative effects on horse keeping if  its 
characteristics are not carefully considered in the process. The general 
dynamics of  urbanization pose a threat to the functioning of  peri-urban 
horse facilities whose perimeter is little by little claimed by residential 
areas as the region grows. The physical prerequisites for horse keeping are 
reduced by new urban development, infrastructures and inhabitants who 
are not too fond of  horses. Many stables that have been functioning long in 
the same spot may find themselves surrounded by new urban development. 

Prerequsites for continuing the business as usual are diminished, there are 
complaints about horses and demands to move the stable out (Isokoski, 
2011, p. 26). The experienced sense of  crowding may eventually lead to 
the decision to move the stable further away in the countryside or to finish 
with the activity completely (Isokoski, 2011, p. 65).

The effect of  crowding and not fitting in anymore is not just a feeling of  
stable owners. For example, the amount of  publicly accessible land where 
horses are allowed to be ridden generally decreases with proximity to the 
city and the city size (Elgåker, 2011a, p. 18).

So far, the needs of  horse sector have not been sufficiently considered 
in land-use planning. Most often the future needs for spatial expansion 
of  horse facilities, the special characteristics of  horse keeping and the 
increase in the number of  riders and horse enthusiasts have been easily 
neglected (Isokoski, 2011, p. 81). Even with a growing customer base the 
possibilities for expanding the activities are restricted by the lack of  space 
(Isokoski, 2011, p. 81). Additionally, the growing value of  land is likely to 
eventually chase the stables out from the metropole if  nothing is done to 
support their existence within the urban fabric (Isokoski, 2011, p. 25).

Land-use planning is based on political decisions that derive from various 
individual values and interests. It cannot be taken for granted that politics 
always aim to the best general outcome but sometimes individual interests 
are emphasized over others. According to Isokoski (2011), horse owners 
of  the peri-urban zone regard that most often the economical factors 
rule in the land-use planning. Housing development is hard business and 
currently the horse sector does not have the economic importance to 
challenge it, or its importance is ignored (Isokoski, 2011, p. 84). That is 
why municipal steering and support are needed to maintain the physical 
prerequisites and viability of  equine activities.
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2.3 Beneficial horse activities 

Horse sector is multifaceted and a little hard to 
grasp - a hybrid function on the edge of city, nature, 
agriculture, hobby and job. As our cities are adapting 

to future challenges horse sector provides many 
interesting possibilities in the new kind of urbanity.

Benefits of  riding for an individual

• Riding is a sport that helps developing and maintaining good balance, 
coordination and condition (Harju, 2005, p. 11).
• Handling and taking care of  horses teaches leadership, responsibility, 
patience and consideration.
• Cooperation with and handling of  a large animal gives self-confidence 
and sense of  power (Laitinen et al., 2014, pp. 83–84).
• Riding gives great experiences, such as moving fast, doing something 
daring, seeking connection with “the other” and freedom.
• Riding is an outdoor sport that provides fresh air, nature experiences, 
relaxation and recovery from stress as well as challenges for the immune 
system, which support health and well-being. For many riders the nature 
experience is more important than target-oriented learning of  riding skills 
or training for competitions. (Muukka, 2004, p. 7)
• Horses bring people together. Stables are social spaces where people 
gather and meet each other. Communities and friendships are formed at 
the stables.
• Horses provide a chance to experience new kind of  movement and 
possibilities for people with disabilities. Horses can be successfully used in 
various kinds of  therapies.

for city structure
Stables offer an option in provision and enhancement of  city’s green 
infrastructures and ecosystem services. Riding facilities require open free 
space, which justifies their inclusion in the green network of  a city. Presence 
of  horses provides various ecosystem services and ecological benefits.

• Horse activities make it feasible and profitable to maintain urban 
green infrastructures. Ensuring an adequate space and buffer zones around 
stables and bridle routes strengthens the urban green network.
• Horse facilities provide ecosystem services that complement the range 
of  other urban ecosystem services provided by the green infrastructures. 
• Horse is a grazing animal and may be used in management of  
meadows and grasslands. Horse activities keep old fields open and preserve 
the openness of  space.
• Horses bring the authentic atmosphere, sounds and smells to cultural 
environments (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 283).
• Stable is a varied natural environment and provides a habitat for 
many birds, small mammals, bats and insects.
•  Urban bridle routes should have wide buffers around them, which 
ensures and strengthens the green connections around the stable.
• Stable brings a function to the green area and serves as a focal point 
and attraction.
• Grazing horses in the landscape are a delight to the eye.

for society
• Stables provide a chance to benefit from horse enthusiasm in sport 
and education.
• Riding provides a healthy, sociable outdoor hobby for many children  
and young people.
• Nordic tradition of  riding schools provides everyone with a chance 
to practice horseback riding, regardless of  age or income level (Heiskanen, 
2002, p. 47).
• Horses bring together people from all ages, genders and socio-
economic backgrounds in a neutral, equal space. The power relations and 
social hierarchies of  everyday life do not count, but the skill at handling 
horses defines the status of  people in the stable community.
• Stables serve as valuable places of  education and youth work, though 
their potential could be used in an even more consistent way. In Sweden, 
municipalities have started to subsidize hiring youth workers for riding 
schools, turning stables into multifunctional youth spaces (Isokoski, 2011, 
p. 23).
• Riding provides public health benefits in the form of  regular exercise 
especially for girls and women.
• Involvement in competitive sports predicts a sporty lifestyle and life-
long health benefits (Heiskanen, 2002, p. 45).
• Horse activities promote entrepreneurship and create enterprises 
that bring income and activities to the municipality.
• Nature and adventure tourism are a growing branch and equine 
tourism provides great possibilities there. 
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CULTURAL  

Recreation and leisure
Nature experience
Health and well-being
Nature tourism

Riding skills and horsemanship
Veterinary education
Subject matter for research

Pastoral landscape
Cultural biotopes
Built heritage
Tradition of horse keeping
Aesthetic pleasure

PROVISIONING

Horses 
Genetic reserve

Manure for fertilizing and 
energy production

Feed from pastures

REGULATING 
AND MAINTENANCE

Stormwater absorption, 
�ltration and retention

Habitat provision for birds, 
insects and mammals

Soil formation 

Microclimate regulation

Especially in urban areas, stables and riding facilities function as a part of  
urban green infrastructure and provide various ecosystem services. 

Provisioning services include
• Materials: horses, feed from pastures and manure that can be used 
as fertilizer
• Genetic reserve of  equines. Finnish horse as a native horse breed
• Energy sources: manure for combustion or biogas production

Regulation and maintenance services include
• Hydrological cycle and water flow maintenance. Paddocks, pastures 
and outdoor riding arenas feature plenty of  unpaved, permeable surfaces 
that participate in absorption, filtration and retention of  rainwater
• Maintaining nursery populations and habitats. Stables provide open 
and half-open habitats for grassland species, nesting and rest places for 
birds, insects and bats. Presence of  large mammals and manure probably 
maintains interesting, specialized insect fauna (Pynnönen, 2016)
• Soil formation and composition. Unpaved areas and presence of  
manure promote microbial activity and natural soil composition.
• Atmospheric composition and regulation. Vegetated areas, especially 
pastures, regulate the microclimate and ease the heat island effect in cities.  

Cultural services include
• Physical and experiential interactions and recreation. Stables provide 
nature experiences, health and well-being benefits from physical activity of  
riding and interaction with animals as well as relaxing and restoring effects 
of  pastime and leisure. Stables build communities and promote making 
friends.
• Nature tourism provided by stables
• Scientific and educational services. Stables provide a space for 
learning about horses, develop skills in riding and handling of  horses, and 
offer basic veterinary education. Stables serve also as subject matter for 
university level research in environmental and social sciences.
• Cultural values, heritage and aesthetics. Stables pass on the tradition 
of  horse keeping and horsemanship. Stables is cultural environments 
provide a possibility to experience and connect to a historical continuum, 
and appreciate the beauty of  landscape and old buildings. Stable setting 
is a pleasing visual environment. Seeing horses outside gives aesthetic 
pleasure.
• Landscape. Stables maintain rural, even pastoral landscapes, 
traditional biotopes and built heritage.

The classification of ecosystem services used here is based on the international CICES 4.3 report that has been adapted to Finnish conditions by EkoUuma 
project of the Regional Council of Uusimaa (2015, p.14-15). 

2.4 Ecosystem services produced by stables

Fig. 2 Ecosystem services produced by stables
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In Finland, riding is a popular sport among the girls and women. However, 
since riding schools and stables that offer riding lessons and training 
are  mostly private enterprises they rarely receive monetary support 
from public organizations. By contrast, many sports with traditionally 
male practitioners, such as football and ice hockey, are supported by 
municipalities in different ways, such as building and maintaining sport 
fields or ice rinks.

It may not be fruitful to classify sports into male and female sports but 
in reality these kind of  divisions are sometimes indisputable. In Sweden, 
the unbalance of  public support to different sports was considered a 
serious gender equality issue. Similar discussion has been brought up in 
Finland as well in 2006 when the Equality Ombudsman took a stand on 
the division of  municipal support to different sport clubs (Isokoski, 2011, 
p. 23; Laitinen et al., 2014, p. 62).

Riding is a physical exercise and sport that attracts especially girls and women. 
Restricting the possibilities of  riding by allowing urban development that 
does nottake horse activities into consideration is dubious to say the least. 
Including riding in the assortment of  sport and recreational services in 
the community would not only acknowledge the significance of  riding 
as a sport but ensure an equal consideration of  genders.  On a municipal 
level, it pays to be aware of  the number of  riders and coverage of  riding 
possibilities in the municipality in order to ensure the gender equality 
in sport services. In Helsinki, the Sports Department has intentionally 
supported horse activities to provide possibilities for girls and women to 
practice a sport they like (Kiljunen-Siirola, 2017).

2.5 Democratic distribution of sport 
facilities and gender equality

Pasture in Margreteberg. 

Horses create a delightful attraction to a public park. Jugendfarm Moritzhof 
petting zoo in Berlin.
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The target of  land use planning is to integrate different functions into 
an ecologically, socially and economically sustainable and functional 
community. Land use planning is needed to steer the complicated present 
and unknown future and promote the development of  the society towards 
a desired goal (Isokoski, 2011, p. 27). Due to its various spatial and societal 
implications, new horse economy would deserve an increasing attention in 
the land use planning of  urban and peri-urban areas. Due to its vulnerability 
to land use changes and economical fragility when juxtaposed with 
housing industry, the viability of  horse sector in cities generally depends 
on favorable land use and urban planning. Its special characteristics in 
terms of  space requirements and safety also make it an important planning 
task especially in urban areas. Neglecting the implications of  horse sector 
in urban planning may, in turn, cause various negative impacts such as 
offensive environmental impacts, unsafe traffic conditions and unequal 
treatment of  citizens.

2.6 Horse activities require planning

Horse and housing
In Finland, the municipal structure is often spread out due to scattered 
construction of  loose suburban settlements in the peri-urban fringe 
of  metropoles (Isokoski, 2011, p. 31). This way of  building has also 
contributed to the emergence of  small home stables among the residential 
houses. Especially the zones where private horse keeping and private small 
housing exist in the same area, both the threat of  conflict and the need for 
steering the residential and horse related land use are the greatest (Isokoski, 
2011, p. 31). Conflicts may arise from various backgrounds but in the end 
the problems often boil down to the lack of  space. The stable may be built 
too close to the existing housing or new housing is built too close to the 
stable. The stable may grow from a home stable to a full time trade and the 
need for space may be increased along with the growing demand for stable 
services (Isokoski, 2011, p. 71).

To date, the main tool for regulating the situation of  horse facilities has 
been the definition of  buffer zones that imply how close to the settlement 
stables can be built. The concept is problematic since it does not take 
into account the diversity of  individual situations and local conditions but 
imposes a stiff  and uniform solution to an often multifaceted problem. 
Additionally, the buffer zone most often assumes that the stable is about 
to be established close to an existing settlement and not vice versa. Today, 
the important question often is how to secure the existing space for the 
stables so that housing or other functions are not situated too close to 
them (Isokoski, 2011, p. 77).

In the capital region there are several stables that function within or at 
the edge of  dense urban areas. Most often they are larger riding schools 
that have a long history of  activities on the same site and therefore they 
have reached a balance with their immediate neighborhoods. Today, they 
are threatened by extensive urbanization. In the Helsinki Metropolitan 
Area there are high pressures to develop new areas due to strengthening 

migration towards the capital. Green areas and remnant cultural landscapes 
are subjects to many interests which affect the stables within urban 
perimeter. Increasing user pressure in the vicinity of  the stable, loss of  
operational space due to development and decrease of  accessible land for 
bridling pose hardship for urban stables and horse activities. The question 
of  appropriate distance between residential housing and horse activities is 
also present in the urban areas.

Environmental impact
Stables produce environmental impacts to their surroundings. The direct 
environmental impacts include use and wear of  soil, emissions to air in 
the form of  smells, dust and allergens, solid waste, wastewaters and visual 
impact. Building and maintenance of  riding facilities cause impacts on 
land use as well as consumption of  energy, water and natural resources. 
Horse riding as a recreation causes additional traffic impacts. Indirect 
environmental impacts are caused in the production of  tack, equipment, 
forage and beddings, among others. (Muukka, 2004, p. 12)

Many environmental impacts can be handled quite easily with good 
planning and careful stable keeping. However, the possible adverse 
impacts of  a stable to its environment should always be taken seriously 
(Isokoski, 2011, p. 77). Environmental management is often linked to the 
equine well-being, image and reputation of  the stable so stable owners 
are often willing to invest in it. Adequate space, however, is the key for 
successful environmental management. Planning is needed to steer the 
horse facilities so that they have enough space to handle the environmental 
impacts on site and that they do not offend sensitive functions in the 
neighborhood. Coincidental scattering of  horse facilities or situating them 
on inappropriate sites may cause serious negative impacts that are difficult 
to solve afterwards (Muukka, 2004, p. 5).  
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It is possible to arrange functional horse keeping on a relatively compact 
plot but this is not always an ideal solution. Adequate space is needed to 
meet the species specific needs of  horses. Horses are dynamic animals that 
naturally would move around almost all the time. Confinement in a too 
small space exposes them to physical and mental problems. Horse owners 
would find it necessary to define some space criteria for horse facilities 
in order to ensure their functionality and the well-being of  animals. The 
model could be adapted from the guidelines considering the keeping of  
production animals (Isokoski, 2011, p. 78).

Today, taking care of  the environmental matters is necessary for the social 
approval of  the stable activities (Wheeler, 2006). Informed planning is 
required to manage the negative impacts and enhance the positive ones. 
Compared to many other functions, a horse facility has a large perimeter of  
action and it requires a lot of  space. The space is needed to provide good 
quality services for both riders and horses and ensure good conditions 
for equine well-being. Favorable land use planning is needed to ensure the 
appropriate space.

Traffic impacts and implications
One aspect considering the urban planning and horse sector is the 
availability and accessibility of  horse activities. Since forceful urbanization 
often causes the stables to move out, the riding possibilities and horse 
keeping services are often reduced in the urban core. Nowadays the 
majority of  horse enthousiasts live in cities which makes accessibility to 
the stables an urban issue. Question about the cost of  riding, the effect on 
traffic conditions and the possibility of  children and youth to practice a 
hobby they like arise.

When addressing urban riding and horse keeping possibilities the concept 
of  stable gentrification is raised. When an area is urbanized, some of  the 
stables are likely to move out. The remaining stables need to answer to the 
increased demand of  riders and horse keeping services and consequently 
their services become more expensive. The largest cities in Finland have 
the highest demand for riding courses and the highest prices for a riding 
lesson compared to the rest of  the country (Heiskanen, 2002, p. 46). This 
means that in urban areas only the people of  high income level are able 
to take up riding. The stables in the countryside can offer cheaper prices 
but they are often accessible only by car, which puts them beyond reach of  
people who cannot afford to have one. Paradoxically, urban and suburban 
stables that are well accessible by public transport are often so expensive 
that only people who could afford a car are able to keep their horses and 
ride there.

Cost of  riding is often considered high, and in truth when compared to 
other sports, the costs are clearly elevated. The body of  costs is mostly due 
to the costs of  maintaining the horses. However, 15% of  the total cost per 
rider is spent on the transport from home to the riding facility (Muukka, 
2004, p. 8). Additionally, trips to the stable take up plenty of  time from the 
main activity. Riders would hope for smaller costs which could be achieved 
by increasing the number of  urban riding facilities and diminishing the 
costs of  transport (Muukka, 2004, p. 8). These factors are directly related 
to the  urban structure and the situation of  riding facilities within it.

People who keep their own horses must care for them every day. Also, due 
to the strong lifestyle character of  horse keeping, horse enthousiasts are 
rather determined to visit the stables regardless of  the distance. This means 
many urban horse owners are regularly driving to the stables, therefore 
increasing the private car traffic, fuel consumption and emissions to the 

air. Abundant driving has also been connected to several health hazards. 
Therefore reducing the car traffic by securing the riding possibilities close 
to where the people live would have both environmental and individual 
health benefits.
   
However, it must be noted that horse keeping in itself  often requires 
quite a lot of  traffic in the form of  deliveries and transport of  horses, 
clients and staff. Especially in the stables, that offer private horse keeping 
services there can be plenty of  traffic when horses are taken to training, 
competitions or vet, for example. Nevertheless, reducing the need of  
private car traffic by urban planning would promote more environmental 
friendly modes of  transport and sustainability in traffic.

From the horse sector’s point of  view, the investment on children and 
youth is gaining importance. Pony clubs and activities for young riders 
were decreased by the surge of  well paying adult riders in the 2000’s and 
the economical recession of  2008 has cut riding from many a family budget 
(Sundvall, 2017). Riding is considered expensive and it requires a lot of  
driving by car, because parents most often need to drive their children to 
the stable. The initiative to introduce new riders to the scene requires first 
and foremost active commitment from the stable owners, but can also be 
strongly amplified by the city planning tools. When stables are situated 
close to where the riders live and can be accessed by public transport, the 
young riders are able to ride without being dependant on the their parents’ 
ability to take them. This way riding can also be made possible for families 
who do notwant to or cannot afford to own a car. To achieve this, active 
urban planning policy is needed. The popularity of  riding and its special 
features should be recognized in the distribution and planning of  sport 
facilities (Heiskanen, 2002, p. 46).
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Bridle routes in urban environment

Another important aspect regarding horses and traffic is the safety of  
riding outside of  the horse facility. Considering the whole of  horse sector, 
bridle route planning is emphasized in the urban planning, since it has the 
most far-reaching effects on other forms of  traffic in a given area. Bridle 
route planning is primarily a safety issue (Muukka, 2004, p. 4).

Horse is originally a prey animal whose survival strategy consists of  being 
constantly alert and running away when feeling threatened. Therefore, 
even the most trained modern horses may scare unexpectedly and flee the 
situation in panic. Horses’ flight may be fast and hardly controllable which 
unfortunately may put its rider’s, bystanders’ and its own health and life 
at risk. Horses are easily startled by loud noises, fast moving objects and 
other unexpected events, which justifies the need to separate horses and 
riders from the other forms of  traffic.

There are certain recreational activities that are incompatible with riding, 
for example cycling, snowmobile riding, rollerblading and skiing, not to 
mention the majority of  motor sports. Encounters with these activities 
may cause dangerous situations for riders and horses (Heiskanen, 2002, 
p. 46). Riders are the only recreational users that need their own routes in 
areas where recreational use is high (Muukka, 2004, p. 4). Urban planning 
is needed to ensure safe and continuous bridle routes and to integrate 
riding in the urban recreational route network.

Bridling is a source of  many conflicts both in the peri-urban countryside 
and in urban environments. Especially new urban development near 
stables has created situations where riders must conform to share their 
route network with other user groups. These situations often create 
conflicts deriving from mutual disagreement about the appropriate use 
of  route network between riders and other users. At worst, these conflicts 
can escalate to the point of  being dangerous to the conflicting parties. 
(Korhonen, 2014, p. 14)

In urban areas, the implementation of  proactive measures to ensure the 
safety of  riders and prevent negative attitudes towards horses should 
be emphasized (Heiskanen, 2002, p. 46). Bridle route planning is an 
important tool for rendering horse activities a generally accepted part of  
urban environment. Appointing some routes only for riding has also an 
important psychosocial significance for riders since it presents riding as an 
approved function to which the other user groups are asked to conform 
even in an urban setting (Korhonen, 2014, p. 14).

Riding outdoors is an experience for both rider and horse. It is a special way 
to experience the landscape, nature and movement, which offers various 
benefits to the well-being of  both rider and the horse. For a horse, riding 

in nature provides variation from everyday routines, muscular training 
and exercise in agility and balance. For a rider, bridling offers a chance to 
observe the landscape from a higher perspective, experience the freedom 
of  movement and speed and enjoy the presence and connection to a large 
animal and wildlife. Additionally, a national survey about equine tourism in 
2009 indicated that trail riding and bridling is a growing branch in nature 
and adventure tourism (Matkailun edistämiskeskus, 2009).  

Riding and the right of public access
The urbanization of  peri-urban countryside changes the view about riding 
outside of  the stable area, such as trail riding and bridling, using small 
roads, routes and paths for riding. Densely built new housing areas, new 
roads and other users narrow the possibilities of  horse riding outdoors 
in the landscape. Consequently, the conflicts most often arise from the 
unclarity of  rules about bridling and the attitudes of  other users (Isokoski, 
2011, p. 67).

In Finland, the right of  public access technically allows riding on other’s 
land as long as it is not regular and it does not harm the environment. 
This means riding is only allowed for individuals and not for associations 
or enterprises, such as riding schools or stables offering horse treks for 
tourists.

However, the definitions for regular use and allowed level of  harm are 
subjects to various interpretations. For instance, an informal forest path 
can be used occasionally by multiple individual riders, which then causes 
a cumulative effect of  wear that can be interpreted as harmful to the 
landowner (Elgåker, 2011b). In all situations, it is not unequivocally clear, 
where and when it is allowed to bridle on someone else’s land. The lack 
of  clear set of  rules is the main source of  conflict between horse owners, 
landowners and other users (Isokoski, 2011, p. 70).

In peri-urban areas, private landowners have an important role in allowing 
and not-allowing bridling. However, it is the horse or stable owner’s 
responsibility to agree with the landowner whether bridling is allowed 
on their land. The parties should agree upon the level of  use as well as 
routes and paths where riding is allowed. When bridling is practiced on 
private roads, the horse and stable owners may also participate in the road 
maintenance by reimbursing the costs or performing road maintenance on 
their own (Muukka, 2004, p.13).

Riding in a city environment
Until recently, bridling has not been considered as a pertinent urban 
planning task (Korhonen, 2014, p. 14). Therefore, regardless of  the 
increased number of  riders and horses, the network of  bridle routes 
in the urban areas has remained rather informal. There are only few 
examples of  public designated bridle routes in the urban areas in Finland 
and, consequently, there are no established practices about their planning 
and construction (Korhonen, 2014, p. 16). In other countries where 
horse economy is developed further than in Finland, the urban bridling 
possibilities are better taken into account and the appreciation of  equine 
activities shows in the city structure in the form of  constructed urban 
bridle routes. Good examples include for instance Hyde Park in London, 
Jaegersborg Dyrehave in Copenhagen and comprehensive bridle route 
network of  Stockholm (Korhonen, 2014, p. 14 and 24).

Several laws and rules restrict bridling in urban areas. Riding is prohibited 
in public motion tracks and ski tracks, as well as on sidewalks and bike 
routes (law on public order §15, decree on road traffic §18). This technically 
bans horses from the majority of  recreational routes in a city. According 
to the law on road traffic, a horse and its rider is paralleled to a vehicle. 
Therefore, horses and their riders should use the car lane, which is a very 
unsafe place for them especially in cities. Many drivers do not know how 
to approach and pass a horse safely, which may cause dangerous situations 
and accidents. Large group of  riders from a riding school, for example, 
may also disturb the traffic (Korhonen, 2014, p. 13). In urban areas, the 
safest solution would be to have separate routes for riders. The second best 
option would be to allow riding on sidewalks and walking paths instead of  
car lanes (Korhonen, 2014, p. 13).

The most natural way establish a bridle route in peri-urban and urban areas, 
is to do it through municipal land use planning organization. In the peri-
urban countryside, individual stable owners and landowners are known to 
have successfully agreed among each other how the land is allowed to be 
used for bridling (Isokoski, 2011, p. 70). When creating long and especially 
intermunicipal bridle and trail routes this approach is hardly effective. 
The unclear interpretation of  the right of  public access in different 
situations and the varying attitudes towards horses among landowners 
easily cause conflicts that may hinder or stop altogether the bridle route 
project. Individual stable owners do not necessarily have the resources to 
engage into demanding negotiations with reluctant landowners. Therefore, 
particularly in areas where the ownership of  land is distributed to many 
private owners the role of  municipality should be stressed. The municipality 
is currently the only organ who has the resources and authority to carry 
out the process of  establishing bridle routes. Additionally, the municipal 
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contribution ensures that the bridle route is taken into consideration in the 
possible future development of  the area.

The safety of  outdoor riding depends directly on the safety of  bridle routes. 
Base for safe bridle route network is best ensured on the level of  general 
plan. Otherwise, the stables are easily “ambushed” by urban structures 
and the problems and conflicts associated with bridling grow increasingly 
complicated (Korhonen, 2014, p. 14). When bridle route system is secured 
on the same planning level with major traffic lines and green connections, 
its connectivity, continuity and safety can be best ensured. Separate bridle 
routes are safer and the contradictions and conflicts with other users can 
be prevented. 

Ideally, the bridle route connections should be created in the general plan 
level. Marking bridle routes in a general plan enables the creation of  safe 
and continuous routes little by little. General plan directs the planners to 
take riding into account in the more detailed planning ofneighborhoods, 
traffic lines and green areas (Muukka, 2004). Early integration of  bridle 
routes in plans offers many benefits. If  horses and their movements are 
considered only in detailed plan level, there are already many missed 
possibilities. 

Bridle routes are like tramlines – they create continuity in space and time in 
a given area. The municipal investment in bridle routes, be it just planning 
or actual bridle route construction, sends a message to stable owners that 
the municipality is willing to preserve the riding possibilities in the area in 
the future and that way encourages them to invest on their stables, thereby 
strengthening the positive impacts that stables create in cities.

The stages of  bridle route establishment, design and construction are well 
described by landscape architect Pauliina Korhonen in her thesis (2014).

The somewhat unexpected increase of  horses and horse related activities 
has produced new challenges in terms of  land use and agricultural policies. 
Horse activities are even today regarded as a rural activity, even though the 
new horse economy has very little in common with modern agriculture 
and most horse facilities are situated near the urban areas. Since riding 
as a hobby has become especially popular among urban dwellers, horses 
and horse keeping in cities has become a hot topic. In many cases, there 
are no adequate policies to apply in this new situation or the policies are 
insufficient to answer the needs of  new horse sector in a comprehensive 
manner (Isokoski, 2011, p. 8).

The increasing number of  horses in the vicinity of  urban areas is a new 
situation in terms of  land use conditions and policies. Only the space 
requirements for horse’s stall and some general requirements for the 
stable environment are defined by law. This has led to a situation where 
municipalities may define the guidelines and policies themselves. This, in 
turn, has caused plenty of  local variations in the rules of  situating horse 
facilities in the landscape (Isokoski, 2011, p. 29).

Well defined guidelines are nevertheless needed when situating the riding 
facilities and bridle routes. When stables and riding facilities are situated 
on appropriate sites, their environmental impacts and relationship to 
neighbors are easier to handle and the well-being of  horses can be best 
ensured by appointing enough space for paddocks and pastures. In turn, 
coincidental scattering of  riding centers may cause several problems with 
aforementioned aspects (Muukka, 2004).

Currently very few organizations are supervising the interests of  horse 
sector on a municipal level in Finland. The supervision is fragmented 
and the authorities and decision makers do not necessarily have a natural 
channel of  communication with the local horse owners in the municipality. 
Therefore, decisions considering the horse sector may be taken without 

listening to the stakeholders and without sufficient knowledge from the 
field (Isokoski, 2011, p. 79). The lack of  suitable recommendations, unclear 
rules and regulations and use of  “safe practice” instead of  “best practice” 
may hinder both development and preservation of  green spaces and their 
existing qualities (Elgåker et al., 2010). Planning for horse sector would 
demand case-oriented, local and communicative solutions. This requires 
the professional skills of  urban planners.

The municipal councils and local politicians are in the starring role 
when deciding about the guidelines for the horse activities in a given 
municipality (Isokoski, 2011, p. 29). However, the land use planning has 
even more significance since the interpretations of  those guidelines and 
final solutions are solved there. To date, horse related land use planning 
questions are mostly raised by either as a consequent of  a conflict or by 
the horse people themselves. This cannot be considered an ideal situation, 
since strategical steering and proactive planning for horse sector would 
provide multiple benefits in several cases. This would call for a generally 
more horse oriented planning.

2.7 The challenge of lagging governance

Because of its ”rural” character, large sphere 
of influence and various environmental and 
social impacts horse sector would deserve 
special attention in city-wide sport facility, 

green area and route planning.
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PART 2 

Present state

3. HORSE SECTOR 
IN THE CAPITAL 

REGION
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The four municipalities included in this study house at least about 2600 
horses on at least 254 stables.

Espoo houses estimated 900 horses on approximately 60 stables, 
one third of  them being homestables for only 1 to 3 horses (Espoon 
ympäristökeskus, 2017). The most important horse clusters are situated 
in the rural cultural landscapes of  North Espoo in Espoonkartano, Röylä 
and Snettans villages. There are also considerable number of  stables in 
the Nuuksio lake highland. In the more urbanized South Espoo there are 
mainly riding schools, which are situated in the vicinity of  large green 
areas, sport parks and seaside.

Vantaa has about 500 horses on 50 stables (Vantaan ympäristökeskus, 2017) 
and, similarly to Espoo, the stables are situated mostly in the rural parts of  
Vantaa in Seutula, Riipilä and Hakunila. In southern part of  Vantaa there 
are several riding schools.

Sipoo has 745 horses on 123 stables (Sipoo ympäristönsuojeluyksikkö 
2014). Small homestables with 1 to 2 horses are not included in the count, 
so the total number of  horses is likely a little higher. For the same reason 
it is impossible to tell exactly where the horses are in Sipoo. Spatially, the 
majority of  stables are situated in the rural North Sipoo, but there are 
stables concentrated in Savijärvi area and Sipoo river valley as well. In 
South Sipoo, there are several large and middle sized riding centers.

In Helsinki there are approximately 450 horses on 23 stables (Helsingin 
ympäristökeskus, 2014). In Helsinki the horses are strongly centralized in 
two main riding facilities, Ruskeasuo and Tuomarinkylä. These areas house 
several individual stables on the same site, consequently making the total 
number of  horses exceed one hundred.

There are three suburban middle-sized riding schools in Kaarela, Malmi 
and Viikki. In the East, there is the Östersundom horse cluster that 
Helsinki got from Sipoo in the incorporation in 2009. The area features 
two important manors with riding schools, Husö and Östersundom as well 
as some small and middle-sized stables.

Small stables with public or advertising function are a Helsinki specialty. 
Helsinki city cultural and leisure services house three ponies in Fallkulla 
petting zoo, Sinebrychoff  brewery keeps 2 to 3 horses in Hietalahti for 
advertisement purposes and a small Annala stable keeps some ponies in 
Toukola.

Right in the border of  Helsinki and Espoo in Laajalahti there is Vermo 
harness racing track, which is one of  the biggest and most esteemed race 
tracks in Southern Finland. Vermo is an important cluster of  horse related 
functions and activities, featuring for example a veterinary clinic, four 
stables and weekly public events and competitions. It also features stables 
for 112 trotting horses. Along with Tuomarinkylä and Ruskeasuo, Vermo is 
one of  the three largest horse concentrations in the Helsinki Metropolitan 
Area. However, since Vermo has trotting as its principal function, it does 
not relate to the urban riding centers and therefore is not discussed in this 
thesis.

In the Helsinki Metropolitan Area, horse activities are located primarily in 
the peri-urban zone, where agriculture is still practiced. Clear horse activity 
clusters are formed especially in Espoonkartano and Röylä-Snettans in 
Espoo, Seutula, Riipilä and Hakunila in Vantaa, Söderkulla-Immersby and 
Savijärvi in Sipoo and Östersundom in Helsinki. Espoo, Vantaa and Sipoo 
have generally more stables than Helsinki, since there is more unbuilt land 
to keep horses.

In the urban and suburban areas inside the Ring road III, the distribution 
of  horse facilities is rather even. The stables are situated in the vicinity of  
large green areas which in most cases are remnants of  historical agricultural 
zones. Generally speaking, horse activities in the study area are situated in 
environments that feature rural characteristics.

3.1 Metropolitan horse economy in figures
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Horses Horses 
registered

to the 
municipality

Horse 
owners

Stables Riding 
schools

Inhabitants

Espoo 900 1685 1034 60 11 274 583

Vantaa 500 881 614 50 9 219 341

Sipoo 745 600 300 123 8 19 922

Helsinki 449 2123 1395 21 6 635 181

Information acquired from: Uudenmaan hevosjalostusliitto (inventory 2013), Helsingin ympäristökeskus (inventory 2014), Espoon 
ympäristökeskus (2017), Vantaan ympäristökeskus (2017), Sipoon ympäristönsuojeluyksikkö (inventory 2014), Tilastokeskus 2016

Mapping horses and horse facilities
The information about the number of  horses and their spatial distribution 
is mostly based on estimations. Information for the featured table and 
map are gathered and combined from several sources. 

There is no public database that would present the numbers of  horses 
per municipality. In Finland, regional horse breeding associations keep 
the record of  horse registrations and horse owners. However, horses are 
registered according to the horse owner’s residence. This in itself  does not 
tell whether the horses are actually kept in the same municipality. 

The horse owners are obliged to inform the municipal environmental 
health authority when they begin horse keeping. In case of  professional 
horse keeping, the Regional State Administrative Agency (AVI) should 
also be informed. Technically these obligations provide regions and 
municipalities with information about the horse sector within their sphere 
of  operation. However, in practice, many horse owners are not aware of  
these obligations and consequently some horse facilities are left out from 
the official databases (Lähteinen, 2017). 

The number of  horses and stables per municipality listed here are based 
on databases and inventories of  municipal environmental centers. All 
municipalities do not keep up-to-date databases on number of  horses or 
the precision of  inventories varies. For example, small homestables for 1-2 
horses are not included in Sipoo stable inventory even though supposedly 
this type of  horse keeping is very popular there. 

There are also very little public open mappings of  horse facilities. The 
spatial distribution of  stables and number of  horses per horse facility 
presented on the map on the right are based on information collected 
from municipal environment centers, veterinarians and stables websites. 
The number of  horses per stable is not necessarily exact, but presented 
here to give an idea of  the magnitude of  given horse facility or horse 
facility cluster.

Intermunicipal horse keeping
Rural areas in adjacent municipalities seem to offer many urban horse 
owners space to keep their horses. For example, there are approximately 
2000 horses registered in Helsinki, though the actual number of  horses in 
Helsinki is only circa 450 according to the inventory of  the Environmental 
Center (2014 inventory). This implies that Helsinki horse owners keep their 
horses at stables in other municipalities. Additionally, even though many 
riding schools attract their customers from the nearby neighborhoods, 
taking riding lessons in the adjacent municipalities is rather common due to 
pricing, stable reputation and range of  available activities. Nowadays riders 
are often interested in their personal development and are consequently 
ready to travel a bit to get the most suitable training. Horse economy in the 
Helsinki Metropolitan Area is intermunicipal in character.
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37. Haltiala farm and petting zoo
38. Fallkulla petting zoo
39. Nissbacka sculpture park      

Noncommercial gathering spaces 
for communities and associations 

42 Velskola
43. Katrineberg
44. Gamla Mankans
45. Pukinmäki
46. Yliskylä     

O�cial premises 

47. Königstedt, state o�cial premises
48. Munkkiniemi, Kone oy
49. Lauttasaari, Koneen säätiö
50. Kulosaari trade union JHL     

Golf courses

40. Bodom
41. Tali      

Restaurant services and event 
venues
     
16. Hämeenkylä
17.Alberga
18. Backas
19. Viikki
20. Stansvik
21.Puotila
22. Söderkulla

Public and commercial services

23. Pakankylä, Kaisankoti spa
24 Ströms, art academy for children 
and youth
25. Rastila camping
26. Nikkilä daycare
27. Skräddarby recreational center 
and camping  

Manor attractions, historical 
parks and gardens

28. Träskända
29. Meilahti
30. Kumpula
31. Tullisaari
32. Herttoniemi

Fig. 3 Key figures of horse keeping in the study area
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Fig. 4 Horse facilities and bridle routes in the study area
1: 150 000 

The map is based on materials provided by Maanmittauslaitos, Suomen ympäristökeskus SYKE, SYKE/YKR, Ely-keskukset, Liikennevirasto
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3.2 Three zones of horse keeping

Urban zone
The core city areas that consist of  urban centers, residential and job areas 
and urban nature are situated inside and along the Ring road I. However, 
the suburban cityscape stretches all the way to the Ring road III and only 
on its northern side the rural features become dominant, except for the 
East Vantaa and Järvenpää axis along the railway. The urban stable zone 
encompasses especially the area inside the Ring Road III.

Urban zone is characterized by large riding centers and riding schools. 
Individual stables house from 20 to 50 horses. The stables are situated 
in remnant agricultural areas, cultural landscapes and manors and green 
areas. Mostly they have adequate spaces on site but they have weak or 
no connections to bridle routes in the surroundings. Some stables may 
have a designated bridle route around the stable perimeter but in many 
cases riders are forced to bridle ”in the grey area” using the municipal 
recreational routes, small roads or forest paths. Weak bridling possibilities 
may promote one-sided training practices and diminish the overall quality 
of  riding experience.

Urban stables are in balance with their surroundings. On one hand, stables 
are well established in their niche in the cityscape, they are known by 
the inhabitants and have no serious conflicts with the neighbors. Many 
stables have been functioning on the same site for decades already so the 
neighbors are used to them. On the other hand, the possibilities to expand 
the stable space or introduce new clients are restricted by the surrounding 
urban fabric. Stables may develop their functions and activities only within 
the existing stable perimeter.

Being an urban stable owner requires a special mindset where horse 
keeping is seen primarily as a service and trade, not so much as individual 
hobby or lifestyle. There are various commercial possibilities for urban 
stable owners, from pony clubs to therapy riding services. Urban horse 
sector could challenge the past images and ideas about stables in Finland.

The greatest threats to urban stables are the loss of  space due to 
development in the stable perimeter and major changes in the economic 
conditions, such as rise in the rent, that render stable keeping unprofitable.

Peri-urban zone
The main horse activity areas in the peri-urban fringe are situated in North 
Espoo cultural landscapes, shoulders of  Ring Railroad in West Vantaa, 
Vantaa river valley, Östersundom in East Helsinki and Söderkulla and 
Massby in South Sipoo.

Peri-urban fringe is characterized by varied forms of  horse keeping and 
progressing urbanization. There are clear horse activity clusters where 
riding schools, private stables and home stables are concentrated on same 
areas. Stables have good bridling possibilities, even though the route 
network may be rather informal. Bridling network consists of  designated 
bridle paths, forest paths and private and historical roads. Clear equine 
hubs are found especially in cultural landscapes.

Espoo features important horse activity clusters in Espoonkartano, Röylä-
Snettans and Margereteberg. In Vantaa, the horse activities are concentrated 
in the West Vantaa, where Seutula-Riipilä forms a large horse cluster in a 
rural setting. The development and densification of  Kivistö and Aviapolis 
area are likely to affect the functioning of  stables in the future. In East 
Vantaa there is a small horse activity concentration in Hakunila. By the 
coastline in the east, there are Östersundom and Söderkulla-Immersby 
horse clusters, which are characterized especially by private horse keeping. 
Both of  them are subjects to extending urbanization in the future.

The peri-urban horse activity clusters are characterized by their diversity of  
horse keeping. The riding schools provide teaching and training for riders 
from all over the capital region. The private stables enable horse keeping 
for people who may otherwise lead an urban life. They provide urban horse 
owners a possibility to combine urban living and horse keeping without 
the need to move the countryside. The equine landscape of  horse clusters 
is completed by the small domestic stables where horse owners keep solely 
their own horses. Some stables could have been functioning on the same 
spot for decades whereas some are just recently established. This diversity 
is both a richness and a challenge for the future development.

Rural zone
Rural horse keeping is found in northern parts of  Espoo, West Vantaa and 
North Sipoo. 

In the rural zone, the basic forms of  horse keeping are small and middle-
sized stables for private horse keeping, small riding schools and some 
separate large centers. Horse keeping is a natural part of  the landscape. 
Horse keeping is characterized by individual lifestyle choices, recreation 
and leisure more than business driven service production. Stables may 
have varied interactions with their neighboring farmers in terms of  forage 
production, manure handling and bridling.

Many rural areas are not included in municipal master planning and 
therefore there are fewer restrictions to the establishment of  stables. In 
the rural zone, the stables are often situated in the landscape randomly and 
they do not necessarily form clear clusters. Consequently, the accumulative 
impact of  stables in the landscape may be considerable. Horses seem 
to be everywhere. In addition, the monitoring for preventing negative 
environmental impacts or cruelty to animals become more complicated 
when there are many little stables scattered in the landscape.

Horse owners and riders in the rural zone often use small road network for 
bridling or use their right of  public access to ride on others’ land. Mutual 
agreements with landowners enable the bridling possibilities but may also 
cause serious conflicts.

In the rural zone, the need to steer the horse activities is apparent but 
lacks means. The municipalities can affect private horse keeping through 
building code and guidelines, but this approach has proven to be 
problematic. Uniform regulations may in fact hinder positive development 
by neglecting the local conditions and case-specific solutions. The general 
development of  rural areas, and horse sector as a part of  it, would benefit 
from holistic, communicative and localized planning.
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Fig. 5 Analysis of current horse and riding network 1:150 000

The map is based on materials provided by Maanmittauslaitos, Suomen ympäristökeskus SYKE, SYKE/YKR, Ely-keskukset, Liikennevirasto
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The forms of horse keeping are different in 
different parts of the capital region. The urban, 
peri-urban and rural zones feature distinct 
forms of horse keeping that extend over the 
administrational borders of municipalities. These 
zones have different characteristics and produce 
slightly different planning tasks. The potentials 
and challenges of horse sector are collected in 
SWOT analysis zone by zone. 

Atmosphere (too urban, busy, 
anonymous)
Lack of  space affecting the 
equine well-being, tight outdoor 
spaces
Weak possibilities of  expansion 
and development of  activities
Weak bridling possibilities

Well established spaces and actors
Nearby customer base
Access by public transport
Service production
Maintenance of  urban biodiversity 
and ecosystem services
Enabling an educational, sporty 
outdoor hobby in a city
Wide customer space securing 
investments, easy to attract new 
clients

Loss of  pastures and paddocks
Crowding on the stable, demand 
exceeds the offer
Major changes in economic 
conditions
Dismissive and negative attitudes
Neglecting the prerequisites of  
horse keeping by the planning 
system
Reduction of  urban green space 
due to densification

Space for community building, 
education, youth work, therapy
Enhances city green structure and 
biodiversity
Multifunctional city space and 
green areas
Possible complementary functions 
(local energy production, 
composting, gardening, 
community spaces, commercial 
functions)U
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Favorable environment in terms 
of  urban-rural-balance
Pastoral atmosphere
Maintenance of  rural landscape 
characteristics and biodiversity
Lower horse keeping costs than in 
the urban core
Local positive economic impact
Multifunctional landscape
Possibilities of  private horse 
keeping

Individual lifestyle choice
Strong commitment, individual 
well-being, happiness
Enriching function in the rural 
landscape
Positive economic impact
Grass cultivation and maintenance 
of  traditional biotopes enhances 
biodiversity 
Good possibilities for circular 
economy in terms of  forage 
production and manure disposal

Varying accessibility, car 
dependency
Conflicts with other users and 
land-uses
Diversity of  horse keeping makes 
steering complicated
Safety of  bridling (Bridle routes 
vs. traffic)

Private in character, directly 
benefits just a small group of  
people
Hard to supervise or monitor
Accumulating environmental 
impact, scattered loading
Poor accessibility for people with 
no car

Unclear interpretation of  the 
right of  public access
Neighbor conflicts
Loss of  customers due to 
economic crises (diminishing of  
horse sector)
Ill-managed urbanization close 
to the stable, transformation into 
urban 
Fragmentation of  the landscape

Urbanization, crowding
Transformation into peri-urban
Loss of  bridling connections
Attitudes (male farmers vs female 
riders, natives vs newcomers)
Neglection by planning system
 

Horse villages and horse-friendly 
neighborhoods
Multifunctional green 
infrastructures
Intercommunal bridle routes
Tourism potential
Local service and gathering space 
for suburban /village inhabitants

Space and freedom of  horse 
keeping and horse activities: 
breeding, specialization…
Agro-tourism
Enhancing ecological diversity in 
industrial agriculture
Local energy production
Economic potential in horse 
related services

Fig. 6 SWOT Analysis
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The network of  bridle routes in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area is 
unfortunately rather weak.

North Espoo has its own bridle route that spans 22km and connects several 
major riding centers in the Röylä-Snettans cultural landscape. The bridle 
route was established and is managed by an association Pohjois-Espoon 
Ratsupolut ry, which was founded in 2001 to develop the horse activities 
and bridling possibilities in North Espoo (Pohjois-Espoon Ratsupolut, 
2017). Today, the bridle route has become an essential part of  the horse 
and riding network of  North Espoo. Many stables in the area mention 
the bridle route in their marketing. The bridle route is rather unique in the 
whole of  Helsinki Metropolitan Area thanks to its length, accessibility, 
communal management system and network building qualities. There are 
also bridle routes in the Nuuksio national park. 

Apart from North Espoo, the current existing bridle route network is 
either weak or nonexistent. Vantaa has an ambitious plan for bridling route 
network in West Vantaa. Unfortunately, the plan has not been executed due 
to lack of  public funding. If  constructed, the route would serve numerous 
stables similarly as in North Espoo and build a network towards other 
municipalities as well. In Helsinki and Sipoo, there are no plans for long, 
municipal bridle routes. 

Many stables in the urban zone only have bridle routes around the stable 
perimeter. In Helsinki, there are official bridle routes only on a relatively 
small area around the biggest riding centers. The situation is similar in the 
urban South Espoo. Such bridling routes serve only for short warming-
up or cooling-down walks and offer little variation for horses and riders. 
Connections to large green areas or to the countryside are weak. Possibilities 
of  bridling are restricted to the minimum in most urbans stables.

However, there would be a possibility to create a comprehensive bridling 
network that would extend from the urban core to the countryside. Helsinki 
Metropolitan Area green structure is based on several green fingers. Bridle 
route connections inside these green fingers would increase the bridling 
possibilities considerably and provide a great service for stable owners. 

The emergence of  horse sector in the domain of  urban planning is rather 
new thing in the city planning’s time perspective. So far, the regional bridle 
route network has not been considered in the planning of  major traffic 
connections in the Helsinki region. Therefore, some natural connections 
have already been lost and the potential network is disconnected. It is a 
challenge to work around the existing obstacles that restrict bridling in the 
urban areas. 

At the same time, the reservations for future bridling network in peri-
urban coutryside should be secured. Bridling on small countryside roads 
can be considered possible for as long as the road is not paved, there is 
only a little traffic and drivers are used to meeting horses on the road. On 
asphalted roads, the amount and speed of  traffic make the conditions for 
riding very unsafe quickly. In practice, small public roads can be included 
in the bridle route network only in remnant rural pockets within or in the 
fringe of  settlements. When rural areas are urbanized, bridling requires its 
own designated routes.

Constructing the intermunicipal bridling network would require strong 
commitment and cooperation from municipal land-use planners as well as 
between municipalities. The most pressing issue would be the securing of  
bridle route reservations in relation to new urban development and major 
traffic infrastructure projects, such as Jokeri Light Rail and Science tram. 

3.3 Bridle route network in the study area
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3.4 Peri-urban in transition

The peri-urban zone of  Helsinki Metropolitan Area encompasses mainly 
the area outside of  the Ring road III. The zone is characterized by 
metropolitan functions and services, traffic infrastructures and various 
landscape typologies. Several highways, Helsinki Airport and Vuosaari 
Harbor serve not only as local and regional, but as national traffic 
infrastructures for people and goods. Ämmässuo landfill and waste 
combustion plant of  Vantaan Energia are examples of  maintenance 
services with regional importance. Several commercial and industrial 
areas are situated along the Ring road III as well. On the other hand, 
the peri-urban zone includes the large nature reserves of  Nuuksio and 
Sipoonkorpi as well as traditionally rural landscapes in North Espoo, West 
Vantaa and South Sipoo, where agriculture is still practiced. The peri-urban 
countryside is mainly dominated by traditional cultivation but new uses 
have also emerged, golf  courses and stables among them. The peri-urban 
zone gradually turns into the core countryside with agriculture, forestry 
and areas of  dispersed settlement as its primary features.

The peri-urban zone of  Helsinki Metropolitan Area is extending outwards 
along the new urban development. Helsinki’s recent general plan suggests 
a strong extension to urban core areas, which is likely to push the limits 
of  peri-urban zone outwards accordingly. Planned urban development in 
Östersundom would create a new urban axis towards the east. Western 
metro line in South Espoo creates new urbanity along the coastline. 
Development associated with Ring rail line in Vantaa pushes the limits 
of  current peri-urban zone especially in Kivistö and Aviapolis. These 
developments mean that many stables currently situated in the peri-urban 
countryside will find themselves in the middle of  an urbanizing landscape 
in the future.

The conditions for horse keeping in the peri-urban fringe are in flux due 
to extending urbanization. Urbanization can happen in two ways: gradually 
through small, individual initiatives (such as selling lots and constructing 
small houses) or quickly and forcefully under active municipal supervision 
(construction of  a residential neighborhood next to a new railway 
station, like in Kivistö). On one hand, urbanization threats the stables by 
diminishing their perimeter of  action and introducing new infrastructures 
and neighbors. On the other hand, urbanization brings along new clientele 
and can boost the growth and expansion of  horse keeping activities. The 
planners’ sensitivity towards horse sector is crucial when an area shifts 
from peri-urban to urban. Securing the viability and functionality of  horse 
sector in the urbanizing zone is a major planning task.

As the urbanization continues, many of  the stables now in the peri-urban 
fringe will become like existing urban stables. Following the pattern of  
existing urban stables, the process is likely to favor big and professional 
stables whereas the smaller stables are likely to disappear eventually. Horse 
activities are likely to become concentrated on large riding centers, which 
changes the character and feeling of  horse keeping. Many riders and horse 
owners appreciate especially the homely atmosphere of  smaller stables 
in opposition to busy, large riding centers. Additionally, horse keeping 
capacity would diminish with the disappearance of  small home stables, 
which would result in elevated stall prices, diminished accessibility to horse 
activities and decreased possibility of  individuals to actualize a desired 
lifestyle. 

1717

10km

1:300 000

Fig. 7. Peri-urban zone. 
Pink areas depict the planned 
urban development in the capital 
region. Red circles highlight areas, 
where planned urbanization and 
existing horse activities overlap 
and urbanization is likely to 
affect the horse activities. The 
magnitude of change is greatest 
in Espoonkartano, Kivistö, 
Östersundom and Söderkulla. 

Today, the peri-urban fringe is the most popular zone for horse keeping 
for private urban horse owners due to a reasonable distance and pricing. In 
the future, the challenge is to secure the adequate spaces for private horse 
keeping. This makes peri-urban horse clusters a major planning task. In 
the future, these areas will experience the greatest changes and have the 
most at stake.

On the other hand, urbanization of  the peri-urban fringe can also benefit 
the horse activities. Well-conducted urban development offers a good 
chance to integrate the stables in the cityscape at an early state, which 
decreases the probability of  conflict, betters the safety of  bridling and 
helps in creating equal, multifunctional and lively urban green areas in the 
new neighborhood. There are very few examples of  such close integration 
of  horse keeping and urbanity in Finland. Horse-oriented, sensitive and 
innovative planning approach is required in the peri-urban horse clusters, 
as the “best practice” remains undiscovered. 

Urbanizing area

Metropolitan green infrastructure

Urbanization in the vicinity of a 
major riding center

Peri-urban zone

Urban development a�ecting 
horse activities

Stable, riding center 

Bridle route  existing/planned 

according to the general plans of 
municipalities. Includes forests, �elds, 
parks, protected sites, graveyards, etc.
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Peri-urban equine landscape 

Fageräng riding center
around 20 Icelandic horses 
Specialized on bridling and trail riding

Private stable 
about 10 horses

Private stable 
about 10 horses

Home stable
2-5 horses

Home stable
2-5 horses

Trotter stable
about 30 trotters

Inventory of historical 
roads in Espoo

Transformer and 
powerlines create 

a major visual 
disruption in the 

landscape

Golf course

Current land use planning initiatives aim at 
increasing the residential housing in Espoonkartano. 
(City of Espoo, 2018)

Gumböle riding center
42 horses
Private horse keeping in a 
multifunctional manor setting

Espoo riding school
13 horses, but the number is likely to 
double in the future
Riding school, petting zoo and 
gathering space

Unofficial bridle route, 
village road used for 

bridling

Unofficial connection to the 
North Espoo bridle route

National built 
heritage area

National built 
heritage area

The peri-urban landscape is a mixture of  opposites. This diagram depicts the multiple aspects that could affect the future development 
of  Espoonkartano and Gumböle in West Espoo. Today, cultural historical values, diverse horse keeping and golf  characterize the area. 
The metropolitan dynamics affect the area in the form of  important traffic connections, conspicuous electricity supply infrastructure 
and plans of  future urbanization.

Espoon keskus

Turku Highway

Kauklahti

(Base map: Maanmittauslaitos CC4.0)

Fig. 8 West Espoo peri-urban landscape
1:25 000
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Helsinki, Espoo Vantaa and Sipoo have all acknowledged horses in their 
land use planning but the approaches vary among municipalities according 
to the urban structure, land use policies and economical aspects.

In Espoo, horse sector is divided geographically into two areas, urban 
south and peri-urban north, where the planning tasks are rather different.

In the urban zone, horse related planning tasks have been handled mostly 
as individual cases. Horse sector is seen as a provider of  good recreational 
activities and a service that is worth keeping even within the urban 
residential areas. The city participates also in the planning of  municipal 
bridle routes in the vicinity of  principal urban riding centers.
In the peri-urban and rural Middle and North Espoo horse activities are 
included in the preparation of  the new general plan. The aim of  the city 
is to preserve and even expand the horse activities in three main horse 
clusters of  Espoonkartano, Röylä-Snettans and Margreteberg.

The main challenge for horse sector in Espoo is the question of  space. 
From time to time, the existence of  stables within the urban structure 
is questioned, since the land they occupy could be used for other 
developments. So far, the stables have been considered worth keeping. 
Another aspect is the internal pressure of  expansion of  the riding centers, 
who would like to increase and expand their activities but are restricted 
by the lack of  space. The diversity of  horse keeping in different areas 
provides both challenges and possibilities in the future.

City of  Vantaa got interested in horse sector in the beginning of  the 
2000’s during the preparation of  its general plan. Growth of  horse sector 
in the peri-urban countryside was acknowledged as well as the need to 
steer the growth with urban planning tools. The main goal was to form a 
network of  bridle routes that would connect the riding centers especially 
in  the horse-abundant West Vantaa. The possibilities for management 
of  cultural landscapes and promoting recreational activities and sport 

were also noted. Along with bridle routes, the general plan also suggested 
reservations for some new riding centers, but mainly stables and their 
whereabouts were to be defined in master plans (Vantaa, 2007). The number 
of  new horse related projects in Vantaa is relatively small, however, so they 
are handled as individual cases. Vantaa does not have a distinguished vision 
regarding horse activities, but having horses as one aspect in general plan 
makes them part of  the comprehensive land use vision. Including horse 
sector and bridle route planning in general planning could be considered 
a pioneering action in the municipalities of  Helsinki Metropolitan Area. 

The significance and possibilities of  horse sector are acknowledged in 
Vantaa, as well as the aims and needed projects to support it, but there 
is a lack of  resources, realizers and channels to make them happen in 
practice. The city’s contribution to horse sector lies in the planning of  and 
reservations for horse activities.

Sipoo is the most rural of  the four municipalities in this study but the 
metropolitan growth and migration affect it as well. The main local centers 
of  Söderkulla, Nikkilä and Talma are being subjects for densification and 
extensive urbanization. Sipoo has a large horse sector, but no municipal 
strategy or steering for it. This is mainly due to the overall rural character of  
the municipality. Horse sector is primarily seen as private entrepreneurship 
and trade and horses are kept largely in home stables “in people’s 
backyards”. Horse activities are regarded as private activities of  private 
people and therefore the municipality has practically no say in the business. 

In Sipoo, most stables are situated in the agricultural areas or areas of  
dispersed settlement with no valid master plans. Consequently, the building 
supervision has a strong role in stable construction and environmental and 
landscape management of  stables. 

The role of  land use planning for horse sector in Sipoo so far has been 
to enable horse activities through partial local master plans and projects. 
Partial local master plans include for example reservations for bridle routes 
and horse friendly neighborhoods. There is practically no public bridle 
route planning or construction, since the land ownership is divided to 
many private landowners and the municipality does not have the resources 
to engage in negotiations with all of  them. Construction of  bridle routes 
with public funding would require a strong political will. 

In Helsinki, riding activities are under the supervision of  Sports 
Department. The department has intentionally emphasized the significance 
of  riding in the 2000’s. Planning for horse sector involves the Real Estate 
Department as well, since many stables are tenants on the land or spaces 
owned by the municipality.

Stables in Helsinki are large and many have been developed determinately 
for decades. City officials are engaged in cooperation with stable owners 
at different levels, though the multitude of  different actors makes the 
cooperation complex. For example, the new general plan suggests 
development that does not take into account the existing horse related 
projects initiated on a detailed planning level. In the dense urban core, 
stables and their surroundings are often subjects to various, often 
conflicting interests.

The City Planning Department of  Helsinki regards that the capacity to 
reserve and build horse facilities in central Helsinki is reached. In other 
words, the potential sites for horse keeping are either already in use or 
planned, and there are no more adequate spaces to increase the number 
of  horse facilities in the urban zone. The emphasis of  new stable planning 
and building is directed to Östersundom. Bridle route planning and 
construction in Helsinki is complicated due to large traffic infrastructures 
that fragment the landscape. Bridle route planning and construction is 
concentrated in the immediate surroundings of  the largest riding centers.

3.5 Planners take on horses
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Horse sensitive planners, please!
The comprehensive vision for horse sector in Helsinki Metropolitan Area 
remains fragmented and slightly ambiguous. The forms of  horse keeping 
in Helsinki Metropolitan Area are quite diverse. The challenge for land use 
planners is to recognize, protect and promote this diversity. 

The spatial dispersion of  stables is different in every municipality and 
each municipality has a distinguished selection of  stables and stable types. 
However, none of  the municipalities has a distinct, articulated strategy 
considering the horse sector as a whole. Locally, horse sector’s significance 
is acknowledged in local plans and individual projects. Planners have a 
generally positive attitude towards horse activities and lively horse sector 
is seen as a value for the municipality. However, possibilities to enhance 
and support desired development of  horse activities are often restricted by 
conflicting interests, lack of  resources, unclear division of  responsibilities 
or lacking channels and infrastructures to carry out the needed actions. 

In many cases, municipal investment on its horse sector remains on 
the level of  reaction to external hopes and initiatives. The situation is 
understandable, since horse sector has not had such a magnitude in city 
planning before. However, in the future, horse sector would benefit from 
a more holistic, proactive planning. With a definition of  aims, policies 
and strategic plans concerning the horse sector in cooperation with the 
stakeholders the municipalities could ensure the continuity of  horse 
activities and obtain the various beneficial side effects that horse activities 
can provide. 

The challenges that planners face regarding the horse sector often relate 
to the variety of  regulations, semi-official policies and guidelines given 
on horse keeping. Rules and guidelines are often fragmented, come from 
several sources and leave plenty of  room for interpretation.

An often used method for regulating stable building is the definition of  
area requirements and buffer zones for stables in relation to other buildings 
and land uses. Espoo, Vantaa and Sipoo have defined these guidelines in 
their building codes. However, buffer zones are most often defined based 
on the assumption that a new stable is built within or close to an existing 
settlement. In Helsinki Metropolitan Area, the situation today may be 
completely reversed as new urban development is planned in the vicinity of  
existing stables, that may have been originally based in the core countryside 
or peri-urban areas. In these cases the planners are asked to interpret the 
guidelines and find case specific solutions. Additionally, planners do not 
necessarily have the practical horse keeping expertise and therefore find 
it challenging to make informed decisions in the jungle of  different codes 
and guidelines. The lack of  municipal strategy may increase the planners’ 
insecurity even more.  

However, as Helsinki region is urbanizing and the peri-urban zone 
pushed outwards, the faith of  existing stables depends primarily on the 
awareness and sensibility of  planners. On a municipal level, the general 
plan is the most comprehensive vision of  the objectives and goals for the 
municipality in the future (Isokoski, 2011, p. 27). The first step to integrate 
horse activities into the municipal strategy would be the inclusion of  horse 
sector in the general planning. Maps and plans are strong strategic tools 
that create powerful representations and affect the perception of  the reality 
(Elgåker et al., 2010). Visual representations of  horse sector in plans create 
an image that horses and horse activities are welcomed and endorsed by 
the municipality and create additional value for the community. 
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PART 2 
Present state

4. MANORS
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Manor is a concept of  many definitions. In everyday language manor 
means an old, notable house or estate, often with a garden, prestigious 
list of  owners and a noble history. There have been different ways and 
reasons to form manors in the course of  the centuries. The oldest manors 
date back to middle-ages whereas certain estates have gained the manor 
status some hundred years ago. Some beautiful houses are called manors 
just because it sounds good.

A common definition used in the 20th century describes a manor as an 
estate that has five crofts, 50 hectares of  cultivated land and at least 500 
hectares of  forest. Finnish manor researchers Eino Jutikkala and Gabriel 
Nikander included the historical säteri farms, civil servants’ homes and 
notable estates that were owned by gentry folk in the definition, therefore 
making the socio-economical status of  the manor owners a defining factor 
(Hautamäki, 2016, p. 18). According to researcher Cardberg, manor was a 
single house that didn’t belong to a village (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 308). Most 
listings of  Finnish manors are based on these or some of  these criteria 
and each researcher seems to have their own idea about the definition. 
Therefore the exact definition for a manor remains ambiguous.

Given the vague definition, the list of  manors chosen for this study is 
based on existing listings where the manor status is granted by a credible 
authority, such as museum professional, city planning authority or 
researcher. The chosen manors include:
• Estates dating back to the middle ages that have participated in the 

royal Swedish rälssi system, have been owned by gentry and granted 
exemption from taxes;

• Notable single houses or estates with extensive farming activity, 
following the tastes of  manor culture of  19th and 20th century;

• and estates that share some of  the aforementioned features and are 
interesting in the contemporary horse activity point of  view.

Consequently, manors included in this study form a diverse selection 
of  old estates with varying backgrounds, time perspectives and spatial 
compositions.

This definition rules out some notable and historically interesting 
farmhouses as well as a selection of  classy 19th and 20th century villas. 
Some manors that have been lost and therefore do not contribute to the 
physical reality anymore have been omitted from the list as well.

The aim of  this selection is not to dig deep into manor history, but to 
have a reasonable spectrum of  estates as a base for further investigations, 
especially for depicting the relationship between manors, green areas and 
horse activities. 

4.1 A house that escapes definitions Tuomarinkylä
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Manor landscapes were built as landscapes of  power and wealth. Manors 
served simultaneously as farms, homes for the owner family and gathering 
places for the high society, and their spatial program was arranged to serve 
this lifestyle accordingly. They were miniature worlds that reflected the 
status and prosperity of  their owners and communicated the hierarchy 
of  the society. Manors were situated on a visible site in the landscape and 
their buildings were bigger than in the other farms of  the village. The 
manors were to reflect the ideals of  rational cultivation, aesthetics and 
representative appearance (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 59).

An ideal manor landscape consists of  four parts with different spatial 
characteristics and use. These are
1. the main building and side wings that define a courtyard, with an 
allé leading to the main building
2. a garden close to the main building and a nearby park
3. a farmyard with animal sheds, outbuildings and warehouses, and 
workers’ houses
4. a production landscape with fields, pastures, orchards and vegetable 
gardens with associated buildings

Additionally, many manors had forests and small industries that were 
situated further away from the estate. The manor landscape was based 
on the prerequisites of  the farming, societal hierarchy, ideals of  the given 
era and the topography and landscape conditions. Many manor lanscapes 
have been transformed and reconstructed several times in order to 
match the ideals of  the era and current aesthetic tastes or to adapt to the 
changing functions. Therefore, the manor landscapes we see today form a 
multilayered view to the development of  the landscape. Additionally, the 
development hasn’t stopped, but manors are still a subject to mutations, 
transformations and transitions, especially in the urbanizing landscape.

4.2 The image and appearance – manor 
landscape

47Neigh from the Manor, master’s thesis, Ina Rosberg, 2018
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4.3 Development of manors in the Helsinki 
region

The oldest manors in Helsinki region were formed in the middle ages. 
Since 13th century, the Swedish kingdom run a system where a farmer 
could acquire an exemption from taxes for his farm in exchange for 
cavalry service in the royal army. The right was called rälssi (Swedish frälse) 
and the farmhouse owned by rälssi farmer became to be known as säteri 
(Hako et al., 2005, p. 6). There were certain requirements for the visual 
appearance of  a säteri farm. There was supposed to be a distinctive main 
building and all buildings were to be in good condition (Rantanen, 1994). 
The oldest manors in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area, such as Kumpula 
and Herttoniemi, date back to mediaeval säteri farms (Hautamäki, 2016, 
p. 56). Under king Gustav Wasa’s rule in the 16th century, rälssi farmers 
became to be considered as gentry and the right for tax exemption became 
hereditary, therefore establishing a class of  land owning nobility.

The Great Northern War was fought between Sweden and Russia in 
1700-1721. Many manors were desolated and destroyed during the war 
and associated Russian occupation. After the war, some old manors were 
restored and new manors were formed by dividing old estates or uniting 
smaller estates into one (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 57).

The golden era of  manors and manor culture started in the latter half  of  
the 18th century. Building of  Suomenlinna sea fortress started in 1748, 
which boosted the development of  manors, their agricultural production 
and industry in the whole of  Helsinki region (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 56; 
Rantanen, 1994, p. 79). Construction created a demand for building 
materials and groceries as well as for decent homes for high-ranking 
military officers. Industrial sites and factories were established in manor 
estates that brought income to the owners (Hako et al., 2005, p. 10). 
Prosperous industrialists, merchants, Suomenlinna officers and wealthy 
urban bourgeoisie started to buy estates from the countryside. Cream 
of  society flowed to the countryside manors and many got interested in 
farming in the wake of  the ideas of  Enlightenment.

When Finland fell under Russian rule in 1809 and Helsinki was made 
a capital in 1812, the significance of  Helsinki region grew and manors 
benefited from it too. Manors served as luxurious homes and summerhouses 
for the wealthy. Manor estates became also forerunners in agricultural 
development and applied the newest scientific knowledge, machinery and 
crop species (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 57). 19th and 20th century manor culture 
characterizes many manor estates today in terms of  appearance and status.

In the latter half  of  the 19th century the economic significance of  
manors and their status in the society started to diminish. Finland was 
then experiencing a larger transition towards a modern society, where 
gentry no longer had privileges, freedom of  trade provided everyone 
with the possibility to acquire wealth and everybody had a right to vote 
(Hautamäki, 2016, p. 73). Due to new laws considering ownership and 
claiming of  land, many crofters were able to disengage themselves from 
the manors and claim their own properties. Manors’ land area diminished 
and manor owners had to compensate the loss of  crofters with hired labor 
force, which often led to economic hardship. Consequently, farming was 
intensified and some manors established commercial gardens to better 
their profitability (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 73). Manor landscapes were also 
a tempting option for land companies developing housing for population 
migrating from the countryside (Hako, 1979, p. 4; Hautamäki, 2016, p. 77). 
Many manor landscapes became a subject of  parceling and new suburbs 
and villa colonies were constructed in the former manor landscapes. New 
suburbs were founded particularly in the vicinity of  newly constructed 
railways. Rail line from Helsinki to Hämeenlinna opened in 1862 and 
Coastal railway from Helsinki to Turku in 1903 (Hako, 1979, p. 6).  

At the same time, significance of  farming started to diminish in the 
urbanizing capital region, which affected manors too. In Helsinki, many 
manors and manor landscapes were acquired by the city for public 
recreational services (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 109). New uses and functions 

were also introduced: manors were used as hospitals, institutions and 
nursing homes for poor, children, ill and elderly. These functions often 
caused major transformations to the manor environment as renovations 
and retrofitting affected the buildings and management patterns of  gardens 
and cultivations were changed (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 115).

Urbanization of  the surrounding landscape and sometimes inappropriate 
new uses lead to degradation of  many manors in the latter half  of  the 1900’s 
especially in Helsinki and southern part of  Espoo. The spirit of  the times 
was not favorable to the preservation of  built heritage and consequently 
many manors were left to ruin, their outbuildings torn down and gardens 
left to overgrow (Hautamäki, 2016, pp. 118–119). However, as a reaction 
to neglect and degradation, appreciation of  manor environments even in 
urban areas started to increase in the 1960’s and 1970’s. Interest in manors 
and built heritage they represent fueled a revival in Finnish manor studies 
in the 1990’s and 2000’s (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 31). Interest lead to a new 
appreciation of  manors environments as meaningful elements in the urban 
fabric. The past decades have shown a gradual opening of  manors to the 
public as community spaces, restaurants and public open spaces.

In the 20th century, manors and manor landscapes have faced various 
changes and challenges in the urbanizing society and landscape. However, 
the intensity of  change has been different in different parts of  the capital 
region. The urban dynamics have transformed some manors completely 
in terms of  space and use whereas many manors in the countryside have 
continued their existence as homes and farms without notable changes.
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Manor stable multifunctionality
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In Helsinki and its surroundings, manor landscapes and urban fabric 
interact in a unique way in Finland (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 48). Especially 
Helsinki offers an interesting vantage point to urbanization of  manors 
and gives certain clues how to handle them as new areas are urbanized in 
adjacent communities. Espoo, Vantaa and Sipoo are moving to the same 
direction in terms of  urbanization but they are currently in different stages 
of  the process.

Vantaa and Espoo have been urbanized later than Helsinki, but their 
growth in recent decades has been notable. Both were rural communities 
where agriculture was the main income long into the 19th and 20th century. 
Their multicentered city structure of  today is based on the old villages of  
agrarian community. Well preserved traces of  the old village structure are 
still visible in some parts of  the municipalities, manor landscapes being 
an integral part of  them. Manors offer some important insight and many 
interesting possibilities when developing new areas, creating green areas 
and building identity of  the place.

Manors in the study area are urbanized in two slightly different ways: 
urbanization of  function and urbanization of  shape. Urbanization of  
function refers to manors that feature urban functions, such as commercial 
and restaurant services, which take place in a primarily rural setting. Manor 
uses benefit from the urban customer base but are not situated within 
the urban fabric. Urbanization of  shape means that manors have been 
integrated into the urban fabric, but their openness to public or offered 
public functions vary. These manors may be in private residential use 
within the city, for instance.

The manors in Espoo, Vantaa and Sipoo are situated in more rural 
environments than those in Helsinki due to the varying level of  urbanization. 
Especially in Sipoo, manor landscapes have mostly maintained their 
rural looks and manorhouses are surrounded by agricultural landscapes. 
Especially in Vantaa and Sipoo, manor functions have been urbanized 
before the space and surrounding environment.

4.4 Manor urbanization and uses

The main uses for manors in the four metropolitan communities are 
varied. Manors serve as attractions, public recreational areas, residences 
and summerhouses and special green areas with public, commercial 
or corporate uses. Manors offer freetime activities, spaces for events, 
restaurants, community spaces and public services, such as youth centres 
or daycare. Quite many of  them are privately owned homes. In Sipoo, there 
are even a couple of  manors that still function as farms. In Espoo and 
Sipoo, the number of  stables situated in the manor landscapes is notable.

Many urban manors are characterized by multifunctionality. Especially 
manor landscapes that have preserved their free open space house various 
different uses and functions. The built-in multifunctionality of  manor 
landscapes offers good preconditions for integrating various functions 
into one site. 

Espoo Helsinki Sipoo VantaaFig. 9 Manor multifunctionality
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Helsinki
Among the four municipalities included in this study, Helsinki is a special 
case in terms of  integrating manors in its urban fabric. Manor landscapes 
and their preservation are especially related to the development of  green 
area structure of  the city.

In the beginning of  20th century, the city of  Helsinki was enlarging thanks 
to land incorporations and acqusition of  manor estates. The first general 
planning document for enlarging city was created by Bertel Jung in 1911, 
which introduced an unbroken network of  green areas to structure the 
city and provide healthy and comfortable cityscape for the fast growing 
population. The plan incorporated a base for some of  the most important 
green areas in Helsinki, such as Central park and Vantaa river valley 
(Hautamäki, 2016, p. 175). Idea of  using manor buildings as public spaces 
was also included in plans in the 1920’s and 1940’s. (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 
181)

In 1970’s Helsinki, pressure for growth was high and ambitious plans 
of  development threatened many manor landscapes. At the same time, 
appreciation of  cultural environments and ideas about their protection 
started to emerge. Consequently, cultural landscapes of  Helsinki 
were inventoried comprehensively. New knowledge strengthened the 
appreciation of  manor landscapes, villa colonies and colonial gardens and 
promoted their preservation. Ideas about multifunctional use of  green 
areas started to affect manor landscapes as well. They were to serve as 
spaces for various recreational functions, such as sport fields, horse sport 
facilities, beaches and cafés, among others (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 188). 
Today, as a result of  long-term, consistent city planning, manors serve 
as an integral part of  the green areas of  Helsinki, offering recreational, 
cultural and restaurant services.

In Helsinki, most manors are owned by the city so their functions include 
various public services. In many cases, the manor house is leased to an 
organization or a society that maintains the public functions. Manors are 
also closely related to green areas. Even though buildings may be in private 
ownership, the surrounding environment is likely to be a public park 
that is open for all and maintained by the city. In terms of  urbanization, 
most Helsinki manors have been urbanized both in shape and function. 
There are only a handful manor landscapes that have preserved their 
rural appearances, let alone their agricultural functions. There are also 
high number of  manors where only the main building and courtyard or 
fragments of  it exist within the built environment.

Vantaa
In Vantaa, first settlements were established along the river valleys of  
Vantaa and Kerava rivers that provided fertile soil for cultivation. Manors 
developed from some prosperous estates. First general plan that included 
the contemporary land area of  Vantaa was created only in 1976 and 
focused mostly on development of  new residential and job areas based 
on rather modest population growth estimations. New development was 
concentrated in the southern parts of  the municipality and along the 
railway (Hako, 1979, p. 56 and 60). Cultural landscapes along Vantaa river 
and in the western and eastern borders of  the municipality were then left 
out of  urban development. The same principles still show in the urban 
structure today. Since the river valleys have been mostly spared from 
forceful urbanization, manor landscapes are quite well preserved even 
today (Eskola, 2016).

In Vantaa, there are fewer manors compared to Helsinki and Espoo, 
because Helsinki acquired most of  the manors in the land incorporations 
in the 1940’s and 1960’s. Municipality of  Vantaa was left with the rural 
parts of  the former rural municipality of  Helsinki, along with its ten manor 
landscapes. This administrational shift shows in the further development 
of  urban fabric and manor landscapes. Vantaa manors share the same 
historical and many physical characteristics with the manors of  Helsinki, 
but Vantaa manors exist even today in suburban, peri-urban and rural 
environments. Nine manors have survived to our days. Rosendal manor 
disappeared completely under construction of  Tammisto neighborhood 
in the 1980’s (Hako et al., 2005).

Regardless of  their situation in rather rural-looking surroundings, many 
Vantaa manors have been urbanized in terms of  use and function. Manor 
functions are rather varied, ranging from private homes to community 
spaces, restaurants and even State official premises (Königstedt). 
Manors that feature public functions (Hämeenkylä, Backas, Katrineberg, 
Håkansböle and Nissbacka) benefit from urban and suburban user and 
customer base. Even private manor owners seek to benefit from opening 
their estate to visitors and introducing new functions. For example, 
privately owned Linna manor in the West Vantaa is planning to introduce 
an ecological colonial garden and a riding center on its premises (Vantaa, 
2017).

Espoo
Espoo cultural landscape is based on a traditional agrarian village system. 
Fields and settlements were first established in the river valleys and 
around sea bays. In the 18th century, the most important existing cultural 
landscapes were already in cultivation. Villages in Espoo were small and 
consisted usually of  2 to 3 houses. Villages were situated on hills around 
large open fields and one large opening could house several independent 
villages around it, which can be described an Espoo specialty. Manors were 
often established on the sites of  vernacular villages. A whole village could 
be united into one manor. (Härö, 1991)

There have been a lot of  farms, which maintained a cavalier and had rälssi 
rights in Espoo in the 18th century. However, only a handful of  Espoo 
rälssi farms developed into larger estates or acquired a status as a power 
house. Today there are many estates which are called manors but which 
actually are wealthy, old or otherwise notable farmhouses or vernacular 
dwellings. Additionally, there are many “new” manors that were formed in 
the 19th and 20th century by uniting or dividing old estates. Espoo manors 
and their origins are multifaceted and diverse (Härö, 1991).

Espoo provides an interesting view to urbanization of  manors, since whole 
gradient of  manor urbanization is visible there. Many South Espoo manors 
have disappeared completely due to suburban development in the late 
1900’s (Gräsa, Frisans, Finnå, Otnäs), leaving only fragmented reminders 
of  their existence. There are some well preserved manors that contribute to 
the urban park system, green structure and recreational service production 
similarly as in Helsinki. Finally there are manors, which are situated in the 
peri-urban countryside of  North Espoo and serve mostly as private homes 
or summerhouses. Some manors offer recreational, accommodation or 
restaurant services and function similarly as manors in Vantaa and Sipoo.

In Espoo, the majority of  manors are owned or governed by associations, 
organizations or other small public communities, along with individual 
people. Manors that offer public or commercial services have a broad 
selection of  them, from a spa (Backby) to old peolple’s home (Träskända) 
and from a countryside stable (Snettans) to a gardening showroom 
(Margreteberg).
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Sipoo
Sipoo is even today mostly rural community consisting of  production 
landscapes, areas of  dispersed settlement and local centers. Pressure of  
urbanization has been rather low until the 2000’s and community structure 
is based on car traffic, whereas Helsinki, Espoo and Vantaa city structure 
has been developed along rails. Manors of  Sipoo are modest when 
compared to those in Helsinki and Vantaa, and in that sense more closely 
related to some of  the vernacular farms of  Espoo. In the past, manors 
were owned by nobility but the owners often didn’t live in their estates. 
Buildings and farming were in the hands of  tenants and crofters, which 
explains the more humble appearance of  many manors. In Sipoo, many 
manors were situated by the coast and fishing was an important income 
for them (Rantanen, 1994).

Today, most manors are in private ownership, but quite many offer some 
commercial or recreational services. Functions are dependent on the activity 
of  the manor owners, which in some cases has created lively enterprises. 
Three Sipoo manors have a stable or a riding center. There is also a golf  
course (Nevas), event venues, and a free-time center with accommodation 
and campsite (Skräddarby). Manor functions are polarized since about half  
of  the manors are private homes without any public activities, similarly as 
private manors in North Espoo. Even without public functions, manors 
serve as local identity builders and focal points in the landscape.  

The criteria and guidelines for conservation of  both built heritage and 
landscapes were developed in the course of  the 1980’s and 1990’s and 
nowadays these criteria have been integrated in the land use planning system. 
New manor research and appreciation of  manor environments because of  
their historical perspective, old buildings and natural environments have 
ensured that manors are acknowledged in the development of  urban areas.

There are several policies related to manor conservation. Built heritage 
classification by the National Board of  Antiquities, Nationally valuable 
landscape classification by the Council of  State and regionally valuable built 
environment classification by the Regional Councils list remarkable and 
valuable landscapes and built environments whose characteristics should 
be preserved in planning. Several laws, such as building protection act and 
decree, law of  antiquitites and nature conservation law apply to manor 
landscapes or some parts of  them. The general and detailed plans may also 
include indications of  protection. A contemporary practice is to create 
restoration and maintenance plans for remarkable manor landscapes that 
lay out the prerequisites for manor and garden restoration, conservation 
and use.

Despite of  the various classifications and means of  protection, the status 
of  landscape is weaker in urban planning than that of  historical buildings 
or relics (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 39). In many urban manor landscapes, 
residential buildings and garden have been preserved, but production 
landscape, woodlands and farmyard buildings that go with them have 
disappeared under urban development. In Helsinki, the manor landscapes 
and parks became a subject of  interest and protection only in the 1990’s 
and many manor landscapes were already lost then. Interest in landscape 
preservation and protection has not wholly secured the unconditional 
engagement to landscape preservation even today. 

4.5 Manor protection and urban threat

Due to the global conditions regarding increasing global population, 
climate change and extensive urbanization, the city planning ideals are 
aiming at denser urban regions. In Finland, especially the capital region is 
growing and pressures for new housing production are high. In the wake 
of  the contemporary densification discourse, free open spaces in a city are 
often primarily seen as lucrative development sites despite the historical 
values. 

Preservation of  manors and manor landscapes within urban fabric 
depends on various aspects. These include, for instance, topography, 
ownership, administrational borders, juridical, economic and political 
conditions, technical prerequisites and random events (Hautamäki, 2016, 
p. 49). Manors leave traces of  their spatial structure and former existence 
in the form of  buildings, green areas, roads and borders (Hautamäki, 2016, 
p. 49). The past structures then become material for urban planners to use 
as content in their plans. In Helsinki, for instance, the city planning ideals 
of  certain eras have affected the development and appearance of  manor 
landscapes in the urban setting. Garden city and forest city ideals in the 
1950’s and 1960’s have produced pleasing and meaningful neighborhoods 
in the past manor landscapes that acknowledge the history of  the site and 
appreciate it (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 216). There are also completely opposite 
examples, where manors and their surroundings have been erased by 
new developments and only nomenclature, old photos or some random 
structures remind of  the past.

To date, manors that are situated in the border of  the built townscape, 
close to the shoreline or inside a green area are often saved from intensive 
urbanization and have preserved their historical character. On the contrary, 
manors situated close to the fast growing urban areas and major traffic 
lines have been more easily degraded, sometimes leaving just fragments of  
the original whole (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 144).
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Contemporary trend of  densification is threatening many exiting manor 
landscapes especially in Helsinki. Many manor landscapes that have 
survived within a city have become subjects of  new development plans 
that would diminish or fragment the manor landscape along with the 
current densification and urbanization trend in the capital region. In the 
urban fringe, borders of  townscape are pushing forward and many manors 
are likely to face a pressure to alter their land use in favor of  new urban 
development. The cultural historical value of  manor landscapes is at stake.

Manors and manor landscapes offer many benefits within the urban 
structure. They serve as green infrastructures, provide ecosystem services, 
house natural and historical values, build local identity and serve as focal 
points in the cityscape. They also have various functional values as public 
green areas, parks and providers of  services. Manor landscapes in the city 
form hotspots of  intersecting values and provide huge potential in the city 
planning.

However, to achieve the benefits manor environments can provide, their 
spacious and loose landscape should be preserved. Manors serve today 
as historical conservation sites, public recreational areas, nature sites 
and nature conservation areas, private estates and service areas. These 
functions and uses have features that may contradict among each other, 
but their successful integration is possible as long as there is enough free 
space for it.

Well preserved and vast manor landscapes offer possibilities for 
development in accordance with natural, cultural and functional values, 
since there is enough space to define buffer zones and sanctuarys within one 
site. This does not only help preserve the values but brings them accessible 
to the public as well. Inhabitants and visitors are able to experience both 
the pleasures of  historical environment and the several benefits natural 
ecosystems provide to them simultaneously in the same area. Additionally, 

restoration of  historical manor landscape by removing coppice, opening 
landscape and reconstructing ponds and plantings creates new values by 
restoring habitats and increasing the biodiversity (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 
276). 

Conservation and protection of  existing values in the manor landscapes 
should include the creation of  new values as well. Landscapes cannot by 
definition be frozen into one specific ”valuable” state. Conservation in city 
planning should not mean that an area or a building is left untouched but 
that its value is preserved, even increased and carried to the future.

Lansdcape conservation could be integrated more strongly in the planning 
system and used as a tool in development and change of  society. This 
would call for a transition from conservation discourse towards the 
management of  change (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 42). This would mean also 
the application of  sustainability thinking in order to provide the future 
generations with the the same possibilities to develop, manage and use the 
landscapes according to their needs and values (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 43).

During its forceful urbanization in Helsinki in the 1900s, the manors were 
largely bought, owned and developed by the city. The development into 
their contemporary form and function has been a result of  continuous 
city planning work that spans decades. In the other studied municipalities, 
the ownership of  manors is divided to a more varied group of  people 
and organizations. The development of  manor environments and their 
functions are often in the hands of  private owners. The possibilities of  a 
municipality to affect the development of  the site are more restricted and 
especially the role of  building supervision is emphasized. It is important 
that the features and characteristics of  cultural landscape are recognized 
and preserved along with the built heritage even in private initiatives. This 
requires sensitivity from planners and building supervision professionals.
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Cultivated fields and open landscape are a basic feature in manor landscapes. 
Today, they carry a story about the rural lifestyle of  the past, create a typical 
spacious feeling and express the spatial hierarchy of  the manor landscape. 
Fields contain cultural historical, nature and landcape values. They can be 
considered the most important feature of  a cultural landscape, also in an 
urban setting  (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 219). However, as the city grows, fields 
within the city perimeter become a subject of  hot debate.

In the past, fields were cleared for cultivation due to their fertile clay 
soil. The cultural landscape of  Uusimaa region features fields in the low 
lands and river valleys whereas settlement and roads are situated in the 
higher and more easily constructible sites. In contemporary cities, the 
food production has been outsourced to the countryside and fields are no 
longer needed in the city to support the food production. Modern building 
techniques have overcome the challenges of  frosting soil type of  the fields. 
As a result, fields are increasingly taken into development due to the lack 
of  appropriate alternative construction sites.

As the city grows, the peri-urban countryside is first affected by  fragmentation 
of  fields. Fields that are owned or purchased by the municipality are often 
the first to be lost for urban development. As the price of  land tends to 
rise along with new housing development, the privately owned fields are 
soon more likely to be sold for housing production as well. Eventually 
there are no fields (Isokoski, 2011, p. 75).

In manor environments, open fields provide openness that brings up the 
manor house and expresses the spatial hierarchy of  the buildings. If  the 
fields are lost due to forestation or housing development, for example, 
the status of  the manor as a focal point in the landscape is consequently 
diminished. In the conservation of  manor landscapes, special attention 
should be addressed to the preservation of  fields and the original spatial 

structure of  the manor landscape, including the production landscape. 
(Koski, 2016, p. 51)

Fields also have unquestionable values of  their own. Fields within the 
city have primarily historical and recreational value as well as a role in 
the cityscape as structural elements and identity builders. Fields provide 
pleasant views, outdoor recreation possibilities and feeling of  openness 
and freedom in a city (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 219). They also provide an 
inexpensive option for urban green areas, since their maintenance costs are 
rather small thanks to low management intensity.

Fields also provide ecological benefits and ecosystem services, such as 
habitats, water cycle control and goods production. The value of  fertile soil 
that can be used in food production may potentially have a fast growing 
value due to the climate change in the near future. Fields shouldn’t be 
considerd primarily as building sites but food production sites (Koski, 
2016, p. 42). 

However, developing a rural landscape in a city environment requires 
new images and uses. Nostalgic rural romantics are not enough, but fields 
should have socially and economically credible justifications for their 
existence in a city. This calls for an active landscape where fields are used, 
for instance, for recreational functions such as riding, orchards, vegetable 
gardens and outdoor recreation (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 219).

In Helsinki, open fields have been preserved in Haltiala-Tuomarinkylä, 
Viikki, Malminkartano, Longinoja valley and Östersundom. In Vantaa, 
there are vast field openings along the Vantaa river valley. Espoo has 
well preserved cultural landscapes and fields especially in Röylä-Snettans 
in North Espoo and by the Kirkkonummi border. In Sipoo, major field 
openings are situated by Sipoo river valley and in North Sipoo.

4.6 Value of fields
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PART 2 
Present state

5. OF HORSES AND 
MANORS
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5.1 Horses in cultural landscapes

In the Helsinki Metropolitan Area, horse activities are situated in areas with 
rural characteristics and cultural historical values. In the urban zone, many 
major riding centers operate in manors or manor landscapes. In the peri-
urban zone, manors and cultural landscapes attract varied horse keeping, 
forming clear stable concentrations. There are important horse clusters 
situated in the cultural landscapes in all the studied municipalities. The 
connection of  horse activities to cultivated fields is quite strong. Stables 
benefit from rural activities through local forage production and manure 
handling services. In the peri-urban and rural zones, riders benefit from 
unurbanized road, route and path network of  cultural landscape, which 
can be used for bridling. 

Current distribution of  stables indicates a good compatibility between 
horse activities and cultural environments. 

Horse activities in manor landscapes are a beneficial combination in cities. 
Manors have offered spaces for stable functions for decades and in turn 
horse activities have helped to keep the buildings in use and landscapes 
open. The combination is interesting in terms of  urban planning as it 
provides many synergy benefits. The study of  manor stable combinations 
in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area helps to illustrate and understand how 
horse activities, cultural landscapes and urban fabric interact today.

This map shows a thesis maker’s selection of  regionally important cultural 
environments. Selection collects areas, where the classified value results 
primarily from the characteristics of  pastoral production landscape. These 
areas feature both historical manor landscapes and contemporary horse 
keeping. Framing of  the areas is defined by the Regional Council of  
Uusimaa in 2012. The regionally important cultural environments include 
also areas of  National built heritage, many of  which are manor landscapes. 
Complete map on all classified cultural environments can be found in the 
appendix.Margreteberg
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Horses are not alien to manors but belonged to the everyday of  manor life 
for centuries before the mechanization and industrialization of  agriculture. 
In the latter part of  20th century, horses have found their way back to 
manor environments. Several manor estates were turned into riding 
schools in the Uusimaa region already in the 1960’s and 70’s.

There are features in historical manor environments that even today 
directly promote horse activities. Manor landscapes have a hierarchical 
spatial program where residential and outbuildings are separated to 
different zones. The farmyard often features an old stable or some other 
animal shed already in place that may be renovated into a contemporary 
stable. Old buildings or building sites can be used directly. Agricultural 
activities in the past provided manor landscapes with free open fields or 
meadows that can be used as paddocks and pastures. The network of  
small rural roads offers a base for bridle routes. In a well-preserved manor 
landscape, the implementation of  a small stable can be very easy without 
notable changes to the built environment and appearance of  the site, as 
long as the plan is respectful to the site characteristics.

Cultural landscapes are carriers of  bygone traditions, social hierarchies 
and identities. Immaterial values that are attached into material landscapes 
create narratives that help today’s people to experience a sense of  
place, learn from the past and identify themselves as a part of  dynamic 
continuum. The most serious threat to manors is the lack of  use and 
eventual desolation, which exposes them for degradation, vandalism and 
decay (Hautamäki, 2016, p.283). Opening manors for public use helps to 
integrate the heritage into the modern society and make historical values a 
living part of  the now and future.

Horses and new horse economy create a new layer of  heritage in the 
existing cultural landscape. Contemporary horse activities may bring along 
modern structures and buildings, new functions and user groups in the 
manor landscape but, in turn, help in preserving the historical values 
by conserving the old existing buildings and structures, managing the 
landscape and introducing the cultural landscape to a new “audience”.

Researcher Sanna Kupila has studied manor landscapes in Turku and 
noted that manors with horse activities have preserved their historical 
characteristics better than manors without horse activities. Similarly as 
in capital region, urban development in Turku has diminished the manor 
landscapes and destroyed the original outbuildings so that sometimes only 
the main building is preserved. Manors with horse activities have larger 
outdoor spaces and their outbuildings are better preserved. For example, 
in Metsämäki manor, the old stable is still in its original use. Even though 
horse activities have introduced changes to the manor sites, the character 
and atmosphere have been preserved. 

In Espoo, an inventory of  historical road network has revealed that horse 
activities help in preserving the historical roads. Certain historical village 
roads that do not serve the modern vehicular traffic anymore are actively 
used for bridling, along with other recreational uses (Espoo, 2017). 

Horse activities enhance especially the conservation of  the features of  
production landscape, which are often most threatened by urbanization. 
Outbuildings are under the greatest threat of  disappearance in urbanizing 
manor landscapes as the significance of  agricultural use diminishes. Today, 

the outbuildings have already been lost in many manor landscapes due to 
desolation and decay. Stable activities and horse keeping helps in maintaining 
and reconstructing especially the manor outbuildings. Additionally, horses 
bring the countryside atmosphere with its sounds and smells to the manor 
landscape (Hautamäki, 2016, p. 283).

Manor environments are notable nature sites thanks to their varied 
range of  biotopes, old gardens and hardwood plantings with associated 
specialized species and the long time perspective. The nature values are 
especially distinguished in the large and well-preserved manor landscapes 
(Hautamäki, 2016, p. 272). Horse keeping helps to maintain the open 
landscape and grassland biotopes and enhances the ecological continuum 
and diversity through grazing and manure production. Horse activities 
require space around them, which justifies the preservation of  vast open 
outdoor areas around the manor house. 

5.2 A perfect match

Horse activities create a natural semi-public 
semi-urban function for manors. Stable 
is a new urban function, but preserves 
the old shape and space of rural manor 

environment. 
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Historical manors and manor landscapes in the fringes or within the urban 
fabric offer a well-justified place for horse keeping since it is not an urban 
function by nature. A stable demands free space around it for the sake 
of  well-being of  its permanent residents, and benefits from the rural 
characteristics of  the landscape. At the same time horse keeping maintains 
the manor landscape and justifies its preservation within the urban fabric. 
Stable in manor landscape is generally seen as a positive thing among the 
planners of  the studied municipalities. Stable activities provide the manor 
landscape with continuous use, maintenance of  old buildings, management 
of  open landscape and protection of  traditional spatial characteristics. The 
entrepreneurial activity in a manor landscape is seen as a good thing as well. 
Even though horse activities may change the traditional manor landscape, 
by introducing new buildings, for example, they are usually welcomed by 
planners.  

Even though the entrepreneurs may come and go, the physical stables 
are rather permanent. It is a huge investment to build a horse facility so 
whenever there are adequate buildings already in place they are happily 
used. This may also explain why manors are so lucrative sites for stable 
keeping. Long-term horse keeping activity provides continuity in the 
manor landscape management, which promotes the preservation of  spatial 
structure and ecological diversity of  the site. 

When a horse facility is situated in a cultural historical environment, the 
trade directly helps to keep up the historical estate and its landscape. By 
supporting the entrepreneur, the estate is more likely to be preserved. The 
most important supporting means in this case is to secure the adequate 
space around the horse facility in order to ensure its functionality also in 
the future (Isokoski, 2011, p. 75). Valuable cultural environment provides 
the stable with a protected operating space, where major changes in the 

land-use are unlikely and the stable owner is allowed to make long-term 
investments on their enterprise. The manor landscape protects the stables 
form the negative effects of  urbanization and ensures an adequate buffer 
zone to urban neighbors. 

On the other hand, the internal pressure to expand the stable activities 
may cause trouble in the manor landscapes. Stable expansion practically 
means increased number of  horses, implementation of  new buildings to 
the site or both. Small-scale historical environment may turn out to be 
too tight for the desired development of  the site. However, in the urban 
manor landscapes the confinement is more likely to be due to surrounding 
urban fabric than the delicacy of  the manor landscape. 
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Manor stable multifunctionality
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Manors in cities are typically multifunctional spaces where different 
functions complement each other. Stables may occupy large parts of  the 
manor environment but they do not self-evidently hinder other functions 
from situating to the site. Manor courtyard and farmyard are traditionally 
separated from each other. The stable may occupy the farmyard and 
fields whereas courtyard, garden and residential buildings can house other 
functions completely separated from the stable activities. Complementary 
functions promote the overall use of  the manor environment and its 
preservation, accordingly. 

Functions that would fit well into manor environments include for example 
community functions for inhabitants, cultural functions, gardening, 
cultivation of  vegetables, presenting the artisan and handicraft traditions 
and the history of  the site (Hautamäki, 2016, p.283). Demand for experience 
tourism and need for event venues for hire is also on the rise (Hautamäki, 
2016, p.283).  All of  the suggested functions could be combined with 
horse activities, sometimes even producing synergy benefits. 
Special uses, such as stables or golf  courses may cause tensions in the 
management of  public and private spaces in urban areas (Hautamäki, 2016, 
p. 267). A stable that exists in a historical manor within a public recreational 
area is a subject for various interests. Horse keeping tends to “privatize” its 
operating space to some extent, as horse owners and members of  riding 
club occupy the space as their territory.  Additionally, in many cases in the 
Helsinki region, the stable owner may own the manor and reside there as 
well, so the main building and garden may be completely private space. 
Semi-public use may be beneficial regarding the preservation of  manor 
landscape since delicate historical environment could not necessarily absorb 
large amounts of  users. On the other hand, such private areas within the 
city may provoke feelings of  unfairness among inhabitants. Recreational 
users would maybe like to use manor premises as their recreational area, 
as the situation of  the stable in the green area might suggest, but this may 
contradict with the interests of  stable users. 
In urban areas, stable keeping can not be considered a personal hobby or 
lifestyle, but rather professional service production and trade. However, 
being an urban stable owner in Finland is rather new thing and requires a 
certain mindset that challenges the traditional views towards stable keeping 
to some extent. In urban zone, opening the stable spaces and functions 
to new user groups could render stable activities more acceptable and 
approachable by non-riding urban public, therefore integrating stables even 
more into the urban fabric. This would require shift in the attitude to stable 
keeping but it could also provide valuable benefits to the entrepreneur in 
the form of  diversifying client base and positive synergy.

5.3 Manor stable multifunctionality

Physical transformations

Horse keeping has changed a lot as the role of  horses in the society has 
shifted from a working animal to a contemporary recreation and sport 
companion. The horse activities create changes and transformations 
in the existing state of  the manor landscapes and these changes, if  ill 
managed, can degrade the value of  the site. Manors have a distinct spatial 
program and characteristics that have developed from the topography and 
landscape elements, farming prerequisites and aesthetic choices. Stables, 
on the other hand, have their own requirements for physical environment 
and functionality. Manor landscapes meet many of  these requirements but 
may reveal restrictive on some them.

In the past, horses were just one part of  all the other farm activities. The 
manors were arranged according to the needs of  the general functionality 
of  the farm. By contrast, a contemporary stable is built for the needs of  
the horses and riders. Today’s stables often house only horses and there 
are little other (agricultural) functions in the farm. Riding centers of  today 

have a manifold number of  horses compared to the old manors. This may 
contradict with the historical manor environment.

The biggest physical changes contemporary horse activities bring to manor 
landscapes are the implementation of  new buildings and riding arenas with 
associated soil construction works, implementation of  parking spaces and 
the visual impact from paddock fences. The bigger the stable or riding 
center, the more it changes its environment. However, the combination of  
stables and manor landscapes is only little discussed in the literature and the 
“best practice” for implementing or expanding stable activities in manor 
environments is based on very general guidelines. Implementing new 
stable buildings, paddocks and especially riding arenas and parking spaces 
in a historical manor landscape is a tricky task that requires responsibility, 
sensitivity and skill from the planner.

Fig. 12 Manor stables in the study area feature a variety of complementary functions. 
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5.4 Manor stables in Helsinki region

The study of  manor stable combinations in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area 
helps to illustrate and understand how horse activities, cultural landscapes 
and urban fabric interact today. 

Currently around 20 stables are situated in manor landscapes in the four 
municipalities studied. In this thesis, fifteen stables are studied further. 
These fifteen manor stable combinations can be considered as clear cases 
in terms of  both manor and stable status. The definition used to frame the 
study to these manors was the following:
• Estate classified as manor, whose historical spatial structure is still 

detectable

• Stables using some of  the manor outbuildings or otherwise situated in 
the immediate vicinity of  the old manor buildings

• The stable functions as an enterprise, providing either riding lessons, 
horse keeping services or both. 

The manor-stables according to these criteria are:

Tuomarinkylä,
Östersundom - Karlvik riding school,
Husö,
Nevas,
Savijärvi,
Eriksnäs,
Håkansböle - Poni-Haka riding school,
Hagalund - Tapiola riding school,
Leppävaara,
Kilo,
Gumböle,
Margreteberg - Primus stable
Snettans,
Espoonkartano - Espoo stable and
Soukanpohja - Espoonlahti riding school

Additionally there are some ambiguous cases, such as Viikki riding center 
in Viikki and Kaarela riding school in Malminkartano, where stables are 
situated in the old manor fields but do not have visual connection to the 
main building of  the manor. However, Viikki and Malminkartano offer 
great examples about integrating a riding school in to an existing green 
area within the urban fabric. Fallkulla in Helsinki was left out, because the 
main function of  the farm is to serve as a petting zoo and youth space, not 
so much as a riding facility. 

Horse related activities in manor environments are common especially in 
Espoo and Sipoo. In Espoo there are eight manor stable combinations and 
in Sipoo there are three. Helsinki has three manor stables as well, but two 
of  them are situated in Östersundom, which belonged to Sipoo until 2009. 
In Vantaa only one stable is currently situated in a manor setting. 
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Manor stable inventory

STABLES IN THE URBAN CORE

1 Stables in remnant rural pockets within settlement

Kilo, Leppävaara, Tuomarinkylä

These stables are situated in multifunctional large green areas, which are 
surrounded from all sides by urban elements, housing and infrastructures. 
The green areas still feature agricultural elements, such as cultivated fields, 
which creates a rural atmosphere. Additionally, there are other recreational 
and sport services. Riding is one service among many present in the area. 
These stables are riding schools, providing services for urban riders. The 
closest residential housing areas are within walking or biking distance and 
consist of  small houses and blocks of  flats.

For these stables, official bridle routes are indispensable. Riders need their 
own paths in areas where public recreational use is high. Even if  stables 
have bridling possibilities in their vicinity, the long bridle route connections 
to the countryside should be ensured as well. The stables have adequate 
outdoor spaces for horses, but the environment could offer even more 
grazing possibilities. 

Thanks to their good accessibility, these stables are able to serve a big 
number of  riders even within the urban fabric. On the other hand, large 
customer base provides steady economic conditions for the stable. If  
necessary, the stables have still potential to grow and expand their activities 
or implement new functions. These kind of  stables could be considered 
rather resilient in their current operational space. They serve as good 
reference points further development of  urban equine activities. The 
greatest threat to these stables is that their perimeter is reduced by new 
urban developments. 

Soukanpohja

Tapiola

Kilo

Leppävaara Tuomarinkylä

2. Stables within the urban fabric

Soukanpohja,  Tapiola

These stables are situated in the extreme vicinity of  urban structures. There 
are only hints about the past rural history of  the site. The environment 
is completely urbanized, even to the level it threatens the existence and 
functionality of  the stable. Stable is well accessible and offers a service to 
the nearby neighborhood.

These two stables represent possibly the best and the worst examples of  
integrating horse facilities in the urban fabric. Espoonlahti riding school 
in Soukanpohja sits naturally between the allotments and football fields in 
the multifunctional green area by the sea. Tapiola riding school, in turn, 
has suffered the consequences of  urban development that does not take 
horse activities into account. 

Both stables are functioning in a rather tight space and their operational 
space cannot be easily expanded. There are no connections to the long 
bridle routes and establishment of  such routes would be very complicated. 
The stable cannot easily house more horses or serve more riders. The 
capacity of  the site is reached. 

If  there is new urban development close to this kind of  stables, an 
important task is to ensure the safety of  horse activities in relation to 
vehicular traffic. Vehicular traffic and horse activities should be separated 
by implementing buffer zones, fences and speed bumps. Adequate outdoor 
spaces for horses should be secured in master plan as well. A very urban 
stable site can be complemented with other sport, recreational or public 
functions, such as allotments, sport fields, daycare or youth center. 

Manor landscapes offer a way to integrate horse activities 
into the urban fabric in a satisfying way. Study of existing 
manor stables illustrates how urban structures, horse 
activities and features of cultural or production landscape 
may interact and form multifunctional, pleasing and 
meaningful environments in a city.
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Horse activities since 1966
Riding school and private horse 
keeping
~50 horses, actual number not 
available

Three stables, indoor and outdoor riding arena. Planned construction of another 
indoor riding arena. 

Short bridle route around a nearby field used by the riding school. Private horse 
owners also use the routes of Leppävaara sport park accessible by an underpass. 
There would be opportunities to develop the bridling options.

Manor main building and side buildings serve as private homes. 

HippoSport horse equipment store and BRM Marine boat store are situated on 
the same site. 

Golf course and sport park as neighbors.
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Established in 1988
Riding school
41 riding school horses

Three outdoor riding arenas, indoor riding arena and gathering space for horse 
clubs.Some bridle paths in the woods behind the stable. 

Manor main building and garden serve as a private home. Caffe Latte Lifestyle 
decor shop situated in the side building of the manorhouse. 

A public recreational route passes through the stable yard. Horses, riders and 
other recreational users share the space.

There would be good opportunities to develop the bridle route network in the 
Leppävaara sports park and towards North Espoo.

There could be possibilities to expand the pastures around the stable and 
manage the fallow fields around the stable. 

Bridle paths 
in the forest
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TUOMARINKYLÄ
Tuomarinkylän ratsastuskoulu 
established in 1968 
riding school
28 riding school horses

Tuomarinkartanon ratsastusopisto 
Established in 1968 
riding school 
27 riding school horses

Tuomarinkartanon kilpatalli 
Established in 1984 
private horse keeping and training
42 stalls

Tuomarinkylän talli 
private horse keeping 
53 stalls

The largest horse cluster in the study area. Four separate stable enterprises 
situated on the same site with around 150 horses. Development of horse 
activities on site since 1960’s. 

Horse keeping in Tuomarinkylä is extremely efficient. The number of horses is 
manifold compared to many stables that occupy approximately the same area.

Plans to expand the activities, increase the number of horses to 170 and 
construct a third indoor riding arena suitable for regional level training and 
competitions. When completed, Tuomarinkylä would be the most important 
horse activity cluster in terms of training and competition facilities in the 
Helsinki Metropolitan Area. 

Bridle routes around the fields, but no official connections to Haltiala and upper 
Vantaa river valley. 
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Tuomarinkylä illustrates well some major issues related to the status of  
cultural landscapes and stables in the fast growing city.  Tuomarinkylä  
is a multifunctional manor environment which is affected by conflicting 
interests involving urban densification, development of  equine activities 
and appreciation of  historical and landscape values. 

Tuomarinkylä is one of  the oldest manors in the Helsinki region and it is 
even to date rather well preserved. The manor is included in all the most 
important built heritage and cultural landscape classifications. It is a site 
of  National built heritage, regionally important cultural environment and 
it  belongs to the Nationally valuable landscape of  Vantaa river valley.

Tuomarinkylä is also very important horse activity cluster. The site has 
been developed in favor of  horse activities since 1960’s until recent years. 
A master plan from 2011 aims to develop Tuomarinkylä so that it would 
function as a regional level training center and serve as a national equestrian 
competition venue (Helsinki, 2012). The plan includes the implementation 
of  a third indoor riding arena and an increase of  stable and pasture capacity 
to house up to 170 horses on site. Tuomarinkylä has a great significance for 
practicing both domestic hobby riding and professional equestrian sport 
training. There are no matching horse facilities in Helsinki or adjacent 
municipalities.Visualization of the suggested master plan showing new stable extensions and 

riding arena (in dark brown) and increased equine outdoor spaces. Image by 
MA-arkkitehdit, 2011 (Helsinki, 2012).

Compilation of new general plan and master plan shows rather efficient urban 
development and two new tram lines in the southwestern side of the manor 
and riding center (ProTuomarinkylä, 2017). In the open field, new urban 
development would notably affect the landscape. 

Tuomarinkylä is one of the oldest and most prestigious manors in the study area. 

Regardless of  its historical values and magnitude as a major horse facility 
in Helsinki, the new general plan advocating residential building and traffic 
infrastructures is suggesting new urban development near the site. The new 
general plan would allow diminishing the manor field area and building of  
new housing blocks and a tram line in the current manor landscape. These 
actions would fragment the cultural historical field opening, diminish 
the bridling possibilities on site and possibly compromise the planned 
development of  the site as a riding center.

The general plan shows worrying disregard towards historical and 
functional values of  the site. The general plan ignores the equestrian 
importance of  Tuomarinkylä in the municipal and regional level as well 
as the aims of  the master plan to develop the site for equestrian uses. 
The  general plan also illustrates bad consideration towards major cultural 
historical and landscape values. 

The suggested transformations raise questions on the role of  both manor 
landscapes and stables in a city. What kind of  development should be 
allowed in manor landscapes? How close and how efficiently is it okay to 
build near stables? Future will show whether good answers are found. 
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2
Horse activities since 1974
Riding school and private horse 
keeping
50 stalls
24 riding school horses 

Indoor riding arena and two outdoor riding arenas.

Stable is one of the oldest functions in the area, housing and services have 
mostly come after it.

Soukanpohja Nedergård and Övergård twin manors are private homes. The 
Nedergård manor main building burned down in 2011. The protection of 
the site lapsed due to it. Stable rents space from both manor owners and 
Espoo city.

Five different schools and a sport park in the area. Riding lessons can start 
early in the afternoon and they serve especially the young customers from 
nearby neighborhoods. 

SOUKANPOHJA - ESPOONLAHTI RIDING SCHOOL
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Established in 1971
riding school
18 stalls
indoor riding arena

Stable and indoor riding arena.

Manor house is a aprivate home. 

The stable was established in a mostly rural looking landscape in the 
1970’s. The urban infrastructures, university campus and office buildings 
have been constructed afterwards, ambushing the stable.

Tapiola offers the worst-case-scenario of the dynamics of ignorance 
towards horse activities in cities. The site is nowadays rather unsuitable for 
horse keeping.

Tapiola is currently the only riding school accessible by metro in the study 
area.

HAGALUND - TAPIOLA RIDING SCHOOL
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Aerial photo from 1969 shows the surroundings around the time 
the riding school was established. Contemporary stable and riding 
arena are indicated in red. 
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PERI-URBAN STABLES 

3  Stables in the fringes of settlement, opening to a 
cultural landscape

Espoonkartano
Gumböle
Håkansböle - Poni-Haka  
Margreteberg - Primus stable

These stables are situated in the transition zone between suburban fabric 
and peri-urban countryside. There are existing tracts of  agricultural 
landscapes with production, but also other uses, such as leisure, sports and 
recreational services. The surrounding landscape has cultural historical or 
nature values. Suburban housing areas are within biking distance from the 
stable and the stable is accessible by public transport. However, the stable 
is clearly separated from the suburban fabric by a road or a water body.

These stables are likely to face big transformations in their operational 
space in the future as the urban development extends. For these stables, 
it’s all about connections. Safe bridle route connections should be ensured 
in plans during the process of  urbanization. The transport connections 
towards the stables are likely to be enhanced, which can bring new 
customers to the stable. The surrounding cultural landscape offers lucrative 
possibilities for trekking and equine tourism. There are also chances to 
prototype horse friendly neighborhoods and horse villages in the vicinity 
of  these stables.

Espoonkartano

Gumböle

Håkansböle

Margreteberg
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3
Established in 1987
Riding school
30 stalls
currently 12 riding school horses 

Indoor riding arena,  two outdoor riding arenas.

Change in ownership in 2016 and ongoing renovations. The number of 
horses will be around 30-35.

Bridling possibilities on historical roads in the surrounding countryside.

The stable provides as a service for the nearby village featuring horse 
activities, a petting zoo and a gathering space for socializing.

The main building of the manor serves as an event venue owned by a 
catering company. The historical side buildings serve as homes and spaces 
for small enterprises.

The whole area is classified as National built heritage.

ESPOONKARTANO - ESPOO STABLE
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established in 1974 
private stable
42 stalls

Indoor and outdoor riding arenas.

Bridle route on a small road around the stable. Unofficial connection to the 
North Espoo bridle routes via an underpass in the north. 

Manor main building serves as a recidence for the mayor of Espoo. 
Additionally private housing in workers’ buildings. 

Greens of Gumböle Golf club surround the stable. 

There is an arboretum on a hill next to the riding center 
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Horse activities since 1974
riding school 
44 riding school horses

Indoor riding arena, two outdoor riding arenas and a café.

Stable situated in a multifunctional green area featuring public park, sports 
park and agricultural activities. There are some bridle routes in the sports 
park.

The city of Vantaa owns the historical manor buildings and park. Restoration 
ongoing, the manor serves as a community space. The manor is included in 
the nationally remarkable built environment classification
The stable does notuse old manor buildings.

The stable has deep cooperation with a farmer who cultivates the 
surrounding fields. The farmer produces hay and oats for the horses and 
provides some fields to be used as pastures. The excess manure from the 
stable goes to the fertilizing the fields. 

HÅKANSBÖLE - PONI-HAKA RIDING SCHOOL
The stable has an own drum composter and sells out composted manure for 
gardening.

Horses are ranched in large herds, which requires large paddocks. The current 
paddocks are quite small compared to the number of horses which results in the 
wear of soil. 

Next to the riding school, there is a small private stable that provides social 
pedagogic horse activities and riding therapy for people with disabilities.
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established in 2000
riding school
42 horses

Indoor and outdoor riding arenas and a café.

Short bridle route around the pastures and a connection to the North Espoo 
Bridle routes by the shore of Matalajärvi.

The stable functions in completely new premises as a part of multifunctional 
manor landscape with public, commercial and residential functions. 
Marketanpuisto garden showroom and Överby garden center are situated 
on site. 

MARGRETEBERG - PRIMUS STABLE
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RURAL STABLES 

4 Stables in a rural landscape

Eriksnäs, Husö, Nevas, Savijärvi, Snettans, 
Östersundom - Karlvik

These stables are situated in areas, where agricultural production is the 
primary land use. In the surroundings, there are other functions, however, 
ranging from rural or suburban housing to individual attractions and 
natural sites. The landscapes are also affected by metropolitan dynamics 
in terms of  traffic infrastructures, green infrastructures or plans of  future 
housing development. In the vicinity of  the stable there are open fields, 
forests and small roads. The primary forms of  housing are one-family 
houses and farmhouses. The stable is poorly accessible by public transport 
and riders either live close or use their car to get there. These stables, 
except for Husö and Östersundom/Karlvik offer private horse keeping 
services, therefore they are an important service for private horse owners.

These stables should be kept in mind when planning the peri-urban zones. 
The rural manor stables could serve as starting points for the further 
development of  the area. Other stables and horse related functions could 
be situated close to these stables in order to create new horse clusters and 
avoid the random scattering of  small stables here and there. These stables 
could also serve as starting points for horse village projects and equine 
tourism.

Even in the countryside there may be a need to establish bridle routes 
to allow the safe movement of  horses and riders in the landscape and 
avoid unnecessary neighbor conflicts. These stables serve or could serve 
as nodes in the bridle route network. 

Snettans

Östersundom

Husö

Nevas

Eriksnäs

Savijärvi
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Horse activities since the 
1990’s
Private stable
24 stalls

2 stables, indoor and outdoor riding arenas
Bridle routes around the pastures.

Manor owners developing the site in favor of horse activities and training.
Recent renovations and construction of a new riding arena and stable.

Horses are used to graze and manage the open fields.

Ospreys and sea eagles hanging around every now and then. A protected 
osprey nest in the nearby woods restricts to some extent the recreational 
use and bridling in the area.
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Horse activities since 1962
Riding school and private horse 
keeping
59 stalls 
45 riding  school horses, 14 private 
horses

Indoor and outdoor riding arena

Riding school horses are housed in the old manor outbuildings and later 
built container stalls. All horses don’t fit in the old outbuildings. Private 
horses are kept in a separate modern stable next to the indoor riding arena.

Stable owners live in the manorhouse.

The riding center has vast pastures around the stable. By seaside, the 
pastures are just next to the protected Natura 2000 reedbed.

There is an eventing obstacle track and bridle routes in the forest along the 
cape.
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private stable
54 stalls

 3 stables, indoor and outdoor riding arenas.

The stable area houses three separate stable enterprises or riding clubs on 
the same site. Notice also small home stable in the west. 

The stable is situated next to the Nevas golf course.
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Horse activities since 1968
riding school,  harness driving 
training, private horse keeping, 
horse breeding 
60 stalls
18 riding school horses

Indoor and outdoor riding arenas and harness driving fields and obstacle 
structures around the stable. 

Owners of Savijärvi manor imported harness driving to Finland in the 
1980’s. The manor stable is an important harness driving training center 
and competition venue. 

Savijärvi stable shares a plot with private Pronex-stable that offers private 
horse keeping services and training and has its own indoor and outdoor 
riding arenas. The number of stalls is not available. 

Savijärvi manor is a functioning organic farm. It serves also as an event 
venue and tourist attraction.

Colonial garden as a neighbor.
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Established 1987
Private stable
21 stalls

Stable and outdoor riding arena.

Situated in the nationally remarkable built environment (RKY) of Röylä- 
Snettans cultural landscape. Rödskog Hovgård manor house situated 
close, landscape characterized by manor culture.

The roadside is occupied by small-scale horse keeping activities. 
In addition, Punametsä Riding school is situated close by. 
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Horse activities since the 1990’s
Riding school and private horse 
keeping
30 stalls including indoor and 
outdoor stalls. Possibility to keep 
horses in an outdoor shed.
11 riding school horses, 17 private 
horses

Two stables and indoor riding arena

The stable gives riding lessons and offers private horse 
keeping in indoor stalls, outdoor container stalls and 
outdoor shed.

The manor is a working farm producing hay. It also leases 
spaces for small enterprises and artisans in the manor 
side buildings.

 The plans for creating a new dense urban neighborhood 
in Östersundom would alter the environment 
considerably. The planned East metro line would pass 
through the area.
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Notions 

Integration of stable and manor landscape
The study depicts the different levels of  integration between stable and 
manor landscape and buildings. The level of  integration depends especially 
on physical conditions and ownership.

The deepest level of  integration is direct utilization, which means that 
manor environment is overruled by stable activity. In these cases, the 
manor owner is often the stable owner as well. Historical outbuildings and 
animal sheds are used directly and the site is arranged and developed to 
serve the horse activities. For example Husö, Savijärvi and Snettans work 
this way. Common features include that the site is rather untouched by 
urbanization in terms of  physical changes, and it is situated in the peri-
urban countryside. 

Some stables use some the old manor structures but feature also modern 
extensions. Stable activities use some of  the old buildings but the 
composition may be complemented with new buildings. Stables benefit 
from rural features of  the site, but other functions and divided ownership 
may affect the stable activity. For example, Tuomarinkylä, Kilo and 
Eriksnäs represent this type. 

Finally, there are completely new stables, which are situated in the manor 
landscape. Stable utilizes the space and rural features of  manor production 
landscape but all buildings are modern. Usually there is no connection to 
the manor main building and other functions on site and stable works on 
its own in its own territory. For example, Primus stable in Margreteberg 
and Poni-Haka in Håkansböle are separate actors in a multifunctional 
landscape that involves several actors around a historical manor landscape. 

Many stable construction manuals and other stable related literature depict 
stables in a rather formalistic way. In reality, stables are rather multiform 
environments that can be arranged into diverse spatial and functional 
compositions. The studied manor stables are situated in all kinds of  
topographical conditions from flat seashore bays to rather rolling terrains 
in valleys and transition zones. 

Horses and other sports 
Stables are quite often combined with other sport and recreational 
activities, especially in the urban zone. Poni-Haka, Espoonlahti riding 
school and Leppävaara stable are closely connected to sport parks. In a 
city, this is quite functional approach in terms of  accessibility, landscape 
impact and sport education. Sports park provides a logical framework for 
stable activities in a city. 

In Håkansböle, there are designated bridle routes in the sports park, which 
could serve as a model for several other sports park in the study area. 
Including bridle routes in the sports park route network would enhance 
the equal treatment between different sports.  

Many manor stables are also neighbors to a golf  course. Connection of  
riding facilities to golf  courses is likely due to the similar tendency to use 
manor landscapes that provide good existing preconditions for both golf  
and riding. 

Stable clustering
Savijärvi and especially Tuomarinkylä show how stables may concentrate 
on favorable sites, creating large horse clusters. Savijärvi manor actually 
houses three different horse activities on the same site: a riding school, 
a harness driving training center and a private stable. Tuomarinkylä 
combines two riding schools, a private stable and a training center. These 
sites illustrate the diversity that can exist within a single horse facility.

Due to the combination of  stables, the total number of  horses on the same 
site may become surprisingly high. Tuomarinkylä houses over 150 horses, 
Savijärvi about 75-80. Environmental permit is required from stables with 
over 60 horses, but none of  the individual stables on site exceeds that. In 
Tuomarinkylä, environmental regulations were integrated in the detailed 
plan of  the area in order to apply them on site. 

Example of  Snettans illustrates well the principle of  peri-urban home 
stable phenomenon. There are several small stables along the road, where 
private people keep their horses. Stables are not connected to each other 
and thei number of  horses is rather small, but they nevertheless create 
rather strong linear “equine zone” along the road. 

Clustering of  stables works quite nicely, when the site is appropriate. 
Consequently, the magnitude and significance of  horse activities on site is 
likely to increase, which may create new planning tasks especially in terms 
of  parking and maintenance spaces and flows of  traffic.  
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Living at the stables 
Manor main buildings and worker’s buildings serve as private homes at 
almost every manor stable site. This would imply that living right next to 
a stable is not problematic as long as inhabitants are used to it. Living in a 
manor environment means rather rural living, however, and most housing 
situated within the manor stable perimeter consists of  small, detached 
houses.
Soukanpohja, Leppävaara and Kilo show situations where urban residential 
housing is situated close to a stable. The zone between stable and housing 
consist of  urban green, topographical formations and road environments 
that detach stable environments from the urban fabric. Often there is 
no visual connection to the surrounding cityscape from the stable. The 
situation is quite balanced, since stables and residential housing do not 
compete for space. Everyone is in their niche. However, this notion does 
not necessarily help in defining the appropriate distance between urban 
residential housing and horse facility. What if  the houses were even closer 
to the horses? 

Manor stables are multifunctional spaces in terms of  complementary 
services on site. Manor landscapes are multifunctional by nature, providing 
spaces and buildings for various uses from residential to productive and 
professional. The most common complementary services at manor stable 
sites are commercial, recreational and restaurant and cafeteria functions. The 
studied stable manors feature specialized retail, such as equine equipment 
and service sellers (Tuomarinkylä, Östersundom, Kilo), lifestyle and décor 
shops more related to manor atmosphere (Tuomarinkylä, Leppävaara), 
and gardening (Margreteberg). Some manor stables also feature allotment 
gardens. 

Pasture problems?
The study implies that the outdoor spaces for horses are the first to be 
reduced along with urban development. Stables situated in the urban zone 
have generally less pastures than stables in the peri-urban and rural zones. 
Lack of  outdoor spaces is problematic for horses’ well-being. Outdoor 
paddocks and pastures are the easiest and most cost-efficient way to 
provide the horses with free exercise and mental stimulation they need 
to keep healthy. Fragmentation and loss of  fields and pastures around 
urban manor stables also illustrates the general decrease of  production 
landscapes in the urbanized manor landscapes. 

Peri-urban and rural stables often have a possibility to use neighboring 
agricultural fields as temporary pastures, when needed. In urban areas, 
stables may not have any other possibility than to transport the horses to 

the countryside in the summertime. To decrease the costs, inconvenience 
and emissions produced in horse transport it would be good to have 
pastures as close the stable as possible. As urbanization of  the peri-urban 
zone continues, the grazing possibilities of  horses should be adequately 
secured. 

Horses could also be used more in the management of  urban green areas 
and remnant fields. There would be potential for more extensive grazing 
in Leppävaara, Håkansböle and Tuomarinkylä, for example. Introducing 
horses as a management method to urban green areas would require close 
cooperation between stable owners and municipality. 

Stable blends in into a sports park in Soukka. Pastures in the park are leased from the city of Espoo. 
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PART 3 
Vision

6. PROGRESSIONS
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This study has described how stables function in urban and urbanizing 
areas and how significant manors and cultural historical landscapes are in 
promoting horse activities. In this part, the future needs, possibilities and 
potentials to enhance and strengthen the network of  riding facilities and 
bridle routes in the metropolitan region are explored. Suggested solutions 
are based on observations made in this thesis as well as some general 
guiding principles derived from literature about integrating horse sector 
to urban fabric.

In cities, the best place for horse activities is at the border of  urban 
settlement and peri-urban zone. This way the horse facilities are best 
accessible for the riders and horse owners living in the urban areas and 
have enough space to function and even expand the activities to the 
surrounding countryside (Siltanen, 2007, p.25). Even distribution of  riding 
facilities close to the urban settlements provides everyone a possibility to 
practice riding. The possibilities for private horse keeping close to the 
settlement should be secured as well. 

In Helsinki Metropolitan Area, the urban fabric already surrounds many 
stables from all directions so the principle can be applied at the border of  
large green areas. As the urban fabric is expanding, connections to other 
green areas and adequate perimeter of  action should be secured around 
the stable. The presence of  cultural landscapes can be used when defining 
adequate spaces. 

6.1 Towards new horse and riding network 
in the capital region

Before its urbanization, Helsinki region was 
characterized by villages, manors and cultural 
landscapes that were managed and sustained largely 

by natural horsepower. 

When the region began to urbanize, manor landscapes 
offered a framework for the developing city both as 
bases for suburbs and green infrastructures. Modernity 
rendered working horses obsolete but prepared the 
ground for new recreational and lifestyle driven horse 

keeping. 

In the recent decades, horses have returned to the 
cities and found their way back to manors. This 
creates new connections, contacts, potentials and 

possibilities in the present and future urbanity.

The role of  cultural environments in the future development of  urban 
equine activities is underlined. Stables often tend to be centralized in the 
areas where preconditions for horse keeping are good by default (Isokoski, 
2011, p. 82). In Helsinki region, this means primarily cultural historical 
landscapes. Equine activities are best supported within the existing stable 
network and horse sector core areas that already have lively horse activities 
and good preconditions to expand the activities if  necessary. This sort 
of  equine hubs should be acknowledged in land-use planning as growing 
horse sector core areas that can create notable additional value for the 
region (Isokoski, 2011, p. 82). Therefore, the existing stables and cultural 
landscapes should be the starting point for developing the horse sector in 
the capital region. 

Many manor stables are highly multifunctional spaces that create valuable 
functional, natural and cultural historical hotspots in the urban fabric. 
Preservation of  the existing manor stables and establishment of  new ones 
in the study area should be promoted. 

A continuous intermunicipal bridle route network should connect 
the stables and equine hubs (Muukka, 2004 and Korhonen, 2014). 
Additionally, individual hubs and stables should have their own local 
bridling networks near the stable. The existing bridle routes in the study 
area do not form a network and there are large areas without any bridle 
routes. Urbanization and densification may split and divide existing and 
potential bridle route connections. Therefore, particular care should be 
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Bridle routes around 
riding centers

Major riding center

Long municipal routes 
connecting horse 
clusters

Stable

(According to Muukka, 2004)

addressed to connectivity, continuity and adequate breadth of  urban green 
areas and green connections so that safe bridling can be practiced even in 
the city environment. The primary bridle route connections between horse 
clusters need to be defined. 

This study has identified three different zones of  horse keeping in the 
Helsinki Metropolitan Area. They have different conflicts, potentials and 
challenges, which are primarily related to the urbanization dynamics of  
former peri-urban areas or densification of  the current urban fabric. It 
is important that the characteristics of  each zone are acknowledged and 
made use of  in the process of  municipal land -use planning.  

Horse activities are multifaceted and involve a variety of  actors, functions 
and planning tasks. Thanks to their diversity, horse activities also provide 
many possibilities that could serve also the needs of  urban fabric. Horse 
sector would benefit from more holistic planning. Case-specific solutions 
are needed especially in areas where space is tight. Locality, practicality 
and communication should be in the center when planning for horse 
sector (Ympäristöministeriö, 2008). To date, horse activities have not been 
sufficiently considered in the urban development of  the capital region. 
Promoting urban horse activities would require a shift in the mindset of  
municipal decision makers and planners. Development of  horse sector 
would require investment in both physical and administrational structures. 
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The four municipalities studied feature 
different types of horse keeping 
and associated planning tasks. 

Consequently, they have different 
priorities in the development of horse 

and riding network. 

In Espoo, equine activities are doing quite well in many ways. Espoo 
features the whole urban-rural gradient of  horse activities and their value 
is acknowledged in the land use planning.  This gives the municipality a lot 
of  potential and possibilities to develop its horse sector.

North and West Espoo peri-urban horse clusters are identified as the 
primary horse activity areas and they are developed in favor of  equine 
activities by Espoo city planning department (Espoo, 2015). At the same 
time, there are several local housing development initiatives that could affect 
the existing horse activities both by increasing the number of  customers 
and diminishing the operational space of  stables. In the peri-urban zone, 
balancing the relationship of  horse activities and new buildings and traffic 
infrastructures is high on the agenda. Housing development must not be 
allowed to overrule the existing or future horse activities.

There are very good possibilities to continue the Espoo bridle route 
network inside the municipality and towards the adjacent municipalities  
of  Vantaa, Kirkkonummi, Vihti and Nurmijärvi, where horse sector is 
also strong. Nuuksio national park would have a huge potential in equine 
tourism. 

In the more urbanized South Espoo there are several urban riding schools. 
Thanks to the new west metro line, the coastal zone is likely to become 
denser and busier. In the urban zone, the adequate perimeter for the 
existing stables and especially the bridle route connections to other green 
areas should be secured.

6.2 Municipal priorities
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In Helsinki, horse sector is rather established in terms of  horse facilities 
and their future prospects. Major changes in the existing horse keeping 
pattern or distribution of  stables are unlikely. The main aim for Helsinki 
would be to protect and enhance the existing horse related activities and 
services, their accessibility and functionality in a densifying city. 

In Helsinki, especially the bridle route planning should be taken under 
scrutiny. There would be good chances to increase urban bridling 
possibilities in Helsinki by introducing new, official bridle routes to the 
major green fingers. This would offer new opportunities for the existing, 
well established stables, strengthen the continuity of  green infrastructures 
and prevent the fragmentation of  major green areas. 

Establishing and developing new horse facilities or horse activities in 
Helsinki is rather difficult due to the restricted space. Therefore municipal 
support for creating added value to the existing facilites could be an 
interesting option. For example, youth work, environmental education and 
welfare services could be developed and produced in cooperation with 
horse facilities. 

In Östersundom, existing stables should be acknowledged and supported 
in the process of  future urbanization. 

Vantaa is divided to an urban zone in the South and a rural zone in 
the north. Additionally, the Helsinki airport splits the municipality on the 
horizontal axis. Quick and forceful urbanization is currently going on 
especially in the vicinity of  the Ring railway that was opened in 2015.

In Vantaa, horse activities are already quite well acknowledged in the 
ongoing urban development since the major riding centers and bridle 
route reservations were integrated in the previous general plan from 
2007. Implementation of  the planned West Vantaa bridle route plan 
would be great since it would ensure and enhance the functionality of  
several South Vantaa stables and riding schools. Bridle route construction 
would strengthen the role and presence of  horses in the fast urbanizing 
zone. Creation of  horizontal bridle routes would be valuable, but due to 
the dividing urban infrastructures, these connections would have to be 
created outside of  the municipal borders in cooperation with adjacent 
municipalities. 

Vantaa countryside is characterized by horse activities, but the activities 
and plans are at the moment concentrated mostly on the western side. East 
Vantaa could also offer possibilities and new opportunities for growing 
horse sector.

CONNECTING TO THE BRIDLE ROUTE NETWORK
Development of equine 
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urban development
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Sipoo is an interesting municipality since its horse keeping patterns reflect 
those in the other municipalities but without the urban dimension. Sipoo 
has large riding centers, peri-urban horse clusters and many individual 
stables scattered in the rural landscape. There are lots of  opportunities but 
the vision and measures to catch them would need to be defined. Sipoo 
has remained rather rural in character but it is likely that metropolitan 
growth will affect it as well, eventually. It would be wise to prepare for 
possible future urbanization also in the horse activities’ point of  view.

The huge amount of  small and middle sized horse facilities would require 
some sort of  steering in order to secure the balanced development 
opportunities for further land use, control the environmental load and 
avoid conflicts between horse sector and other users. The challenge is 
that municipal land use planning cannot easily influence private horse 
keeping on private properties. However, the future situation of  horse 
activities could be influenced by reserving spaces for horse activity areas, 
horse friendly neighborhoods and bridle routes. The existing horse activity 
areas or important individual facilities form natural starting points for the 
further development.

Sipoo has excellent opportunities to benefit from horse activities in its 
municipal development. 
There are great possibilities to prototype on the integration of  horse 
activities and residential housing and create new kind of  semi-urban semi-
rural down-to-earth-urbanity. Especially the new urban settlements in 
South Sipoo would provide interesting opportunities for horse friendly 
living. 
Bridle route planning could be used to define and strengthen the green 
network in Sipoo. At present, the green infrastructures of  Sipoo are rather 
vague. Combining bridle route and green infrastructure planning would 
create a green infra system where bridle routes and green fingers are 
directly integrated with the developing urbanity and horse sector. Bridling 
connections in the Sipoo river valley could produce similar recreational 
landscape as in the Vantaa river valley. 

There are also good opportunities for developing equine tourism and 
experience services around Sipoonkorpi national park, Talma sport and 
recreation resort and beautiful rural landscapes. 
Generally, horse sector could participate in the identity building and 
marketing of  the municipality. 

Bridle routes creating 
green network 

Tourism 
potential

Horses in municipal
 development
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Since manors offer good preconditions for horse keeping, the possibilities 
to increase the amount of  manor stables in the Helsinki Metropolitan 
Area could be considered. There are some strategically interesting 
manors, which would, if  turned into manor stables, notably strengthen 
and enhance the horse and riding network in the whole of  Metropolitan 
area by providing new sites for horse keeping and serving as connector 
points for new bridle route network. Manors situated at the north end 
of  Pitkäjärvi, manors in Northwest Vantaa and Sipoo riverside would be 
the primary sites for new manor stables. Privately owned manors that are 
situated in cultural landscapes but do not yet have any public functions 
offer good preconditions for new horse activities. It is unlikely that manors 
with already well-established functions would want to completely change 
or diversify their activities unless the economical or administrational 
conditions change radically. 

Haltiala manor owned by the city of  Helsinki could make an exception to 
the aforementioned rule. The manor functions today as a petting zoo and   
cattle farm. In case these activities should cease, the manor could be turned 
into a horse facility. It would strengthen the horse cluster of  southern 
Vantaa river valley and offer an interesting possibility to prototype with a 
municipal riding facility. In addition to potential new manor stables, there 
are some unbuilt stable sites in Espoo, Helsinki and Vantaa. These stable 
projects are pointed out in different plans at varying levels of  planning, 
but they have not been realized yet. When constructed, they could serve 
primarily as local neighborhood riding schools. 

In the future, it would be wise to recognize the beneficial reciprocal 
relationship between horses and manor landscapes in urban development 
and seize its potential to the fullest. This would mean that horse activities 
are prioritized and supported in manor landscapes with the available city 
planning tools. In a manor setting, the most important qualities for a horse 
facility are free spaces for paddocks and pastures, safe bridle routes both 
near the stable and further away in other green areas as well as adequate 
spaces to arrange the flows of  traffic, parking and client services. For a 
planner the main task is to secure that there is enough space for different 
functions.

Increased horse keeping capacity would also offer possibilities for 
new functions. For example, riding tourism is a growing field of  travel 
industry. The increased popularity of  nature and adventure tourism have 
boosted the demand for western riding, trailing and Icelandic horse riding 
(Muukka 2004). Helsinki Metropolitan Area offers good preconditions for 
developing equine tourism with its two easily accessible national parks, 
cultural landscapes and lively horse sector.

The number of riders is likely to increase in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area in the future along with 
the increased population and growing popularity of riding as a hobby. As a consequence there will 
be even more riders and horses in the region. They cannot all fit to existing riding schools, so the 

capacity of stable network needs to be increased.
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6.4 Urbanization, city structure and green infrastructures
Extensive urbanization is an unstoppable trend that affects both horse sector and cultural 

landscapes. However, urbanization should not mean only constructing buildings but include the 
integration of historical and functional values into a living urban fabric. Smart, local solutions are 

needed in places where interests collide. In the past, manor landscapes served as a base for current 
urban green area structure. Today they form a base for and profit the horse and riding network.

Important horse activity cluster

Urbanizing area

Metropolitan green infrastructure

Urbanization in the vicinity of a major riding center

Urban development a�ecting horse activities

Green connection and bridle route stregthening 
each other

Bridle route  existing/planned 

according to the general plans of 
municipalities. Includes forests, �elds, 
parks, protected sites, graveyards, etc.
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Urbanization is progressing especially in the northwest sector of  the study 
area, as well as in the east. There are similar horse and cultural landscape 
clusters in both directions. Means to both urbanize, preserve and create 
new values are called for.

There are several horse activity clusters that are situated in areas with 
cultural historical values, cultural landscapes and manors. These areas 
serve as places for diverse horse keeping, from one-horse home stables to 
private stables and large riding schools. These clusters should be treated 
with care in order to preserve, enhance and even expand the existing horse 
related functions. The diversity of  these clusters is both a challenge and 
a possibility. In terms of  city planning, they require an approach that is 
equally diverse, multifaceted and innovative. 

Increase of  inhabitants in a given area as such is not a threat to horse activities. 
The horse activities can even profit from the increased population and 
enhanced public transport connections in the form of  growing customer 
base, easier access and increased need for horse keeping services. The main 
challenges when planning for horse clusters include securing the adequate 
spaces for existing and future horse keeping, integration of  horses with 
other recreational uses and definition of  borders and transitional zones 
between cultural landscape, horse activity areas and townscape.

The residential development in or near to a horse cluster should take into 
account the possibilities of  horse villages and horse friendly neighborhoods 
as depicted by Satu Siltanen in her thesis (2007, p.23). These neighborhoods 
would be planned directly to the horse owners and feature horse keeping 
as a built-in service of  the neighborhood (Siltanen, 2007, p.23). Upon 
buying a house or an apartment in such an area, the new inhabitants could 
acquire a right to a stall to keep a horse or right to use the riding arena in a 
nearby stable, for example. Horse friendliness could and should be used in 
the marketing and identity building of  the neighborhood.

If  a given area stands out as horse friendly it is wise to prepare for the 
increased interest in private horse keeping as well. Therefore, there should 
be space reservations for both riding schools and private stables alike, 
because even if  the riding school provided stalls for private horse keeping 
all of  them do not necessarily fit to the riding school. However, the stable 
for private horse keeping may be placed right next to the riding school. 
Several stables need more space, accordingly.

Manors would serve as clear focal points and identity builders in the 
urbanizing areas. They provide spaces for stables and other functions that 
increase the functional value of  historical environment. As horse activities 
promote the preservation of  manor landscapes, the dimensioning of  

Fig. 14  
Horses and green 
infrastructures
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cultural landscape reserves in land-use planning could be based on the 
needs of  horse activities. Horses could also be more extensively used in 
the management of  green areas. 

At manor stables, especially the fields and meadows in the immediate 
surroundings of  the stable should be reserved to be used as paddocks and 
pastures. Preserving the free open spaces around the manor enhance the 
preservation of  traditional cultural landscape, where the manor house is 
the focal point, framed and accentuated by production landscape. Large 
free spaces also offer more possibilities for multifunctional use of  the 
manor landscape in terms of  recreational services and nature conservation 
(Hautamäki 2015). Stable activities in a manor do not prevent other uses 
and functions on the site as long as the integration is cleverly planned. 
Whenever possible, the historical structures such as rows of  trees, stone 
walls and ditches should be used in the design of  manor stables.

It is possible to keep horses in quite compact facilities, but it should not be 
considered an ideal situation. The more there is free space the easier it is 
to enhance the ecosystem service production, control the environmental 
impacts and support the multifunctionality of  the space. The more there 
is free vegetated space the more effectively it produces ecosystem services.

In urban and urbanizing areas especially the outdoor spaces for horses 
deserve special attention when dimensioning the adequate space for a horse 
facility. In terms of  equine well-being, ecological benefits and ecosystem 
services, larger paddocks and pastures are especially valuable. Pastures and 
paddocks add an interesting dimension to the range of  urban biotopes and 
green infrastructures. 

The metropolitan green fingers provide green connections vertically, 
but horizontal green connections are rather weak in the study area. The 
horizontal green connections within the urban zone could be enhanced by 
introducing new bridle routes through the narrow urban green corridors. 
With an introduction of  a bridle route the natural feel and character of  the 
green connection could be enhanced. On the other hand, the result would 
be a very urban bridle route, which to date is quite rare in the study area. 
Special  attention should be addressed to the safety of  the route. 

Paddocks in a recreational landscape. Riding center Aino in Järvenpää. 

Pastures at Kilo stable in Espoo. 
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 Today, routes and paths used for bridling in the Helsinki Metropolitan 
Area consist of  beaten paths, forest roads, back roads, historical roads as 
well as constructed bridle routes. The network of  informal bridle routes 
around the stables is quite extensive. The problem is that it is informal, 
therefore its confirmation by plans is complicated. In many cases, the use 
of  routes and paths for bridling is based on either the public right of  
access or mutual agreement with private landowners. 

Current designated bridle routes do not form a network and informal bridle 
routes around individual stables are in most cases invisible to planners. The 
largest horse concentrations in urban zones have the weakest possibilities 
of  bridling. There is a strong need to formalize and complete the network 
so that it would really act as a network and have magnitude in land-use 
planning decisions. Creating and protecting the bridling possibilities in 
urbanizing, densifying areas and neighborhoods is important for the vitality 
of  horse activities. Comprehensive bridle route network would serve the 
everyday needs of  riding centers and offer possibilities for developing new 
horse activities and equine tourism, for instance.

Helsinki Metropolitan Area green area system is based on the idea of  
green fingers. There could be a bridle route in every major green finger 
to connect the urban stables to the countryside or natural core areas to 
provide a maximum bridling experience. 

The already existing North Espoo route and planned West Vantaa route 
could serve as a starting point for the new network. There are good 
possibilities to establish intermediary bridle routes to connect West Vantaa 
and North Espoo routes. The major urban riding schools in Espoo and 
Helsinki could join the network via bridle routes in urban green fingers. 
The new bridle route system could extend from Vantaa river valley to 
Espoonkartano and provide existing stables very good bridling and 
trekking possibilities.

In East Vantaa, East Helsinki and South Sipoo there is a need for completely 
new bridle routes to connect existing riding centers and horse clusters. 
Sipoo would benefit from an extensive municipal bridle route system that 
could be used to steer the situation of  new horse facilities.
 
Especially in North and East Helsinki and South Espoo the green fingers 
are quite narrow and affected by traffic infrastructures, urban structures 
and heavy user pressure. Integrating bridle routes in these environments 
is likely to be wickedly complicated. On the other hand, implementing 
a bridle route may add the value of  the green area by strengthening the 
continuity and adding buffer zones of  urban green. 

Bridle route, existing or planned

Needed bridle route connection to form 
a network

Stable, major riding center

Important horse activity cluster

Potential manor stable, potential new 
horse cluster

Needed bridle route connection in a 
challenging setting

Metropolitan green infrastructure
according to the general plans of 
municipalities. Includes forests, �elds, 
parks, protected sites, graveyards, etc.
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6.5 Enlarging, reconnecting and formalizing bridle route network
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Bridling network has an important role in increasing the capacity of horse and riding network as it 
increases and supports the possibilities of stable owners and riders to use the environment. 

Fig. 15  
New bridling network
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Fig. 16 Vision outline 1:150 000
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Map is based on materials provided by Maanmittauslaitos, Suomen ympäristökeskus SYKE, SYKE/YKR, Ely-keskukset, Liikennevirasto, Uudenmaan liitto
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PART 3 
Vision

7.PROPOSAL
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In the future, the horse and riding network consists of  intermunicipal 
bridle routes, urban individual riding centers and horse activity clusters.

Every major green finger has a bridle route that eventually leads to the peri-
urban countryside. The majority of  stables are connected to the network. 
Continuous western bridle route network connects North Espoo, West 
Vantaa, Helsinki Central Park and Tuomarinkylä. Self-standing eastern 
bridle route network has been established in Sipoo. This route network 
connects also the stables of  East Vantaa and East Helsinki. The eastern 
and western bridle routes are linked in the north. There are also bridle 
routes that allow horizontal bridling in the urban core.

The existing urban stables thrive in the urban green areas and manor 
landscapes. They provide riding lessons and training for hundreds of  
riders at a reasonable price. Additionally they serve as gathering spaces for 
young and old horse enthusiasts.

New manor stables have been established in Linna, north end of  Pitkäjärvi 
(Juva-Jupper-Linnainen), Puolarmetsä and Sipoo river valley. New urban 
riding centers have been established in Vermo, Vuosaari and Vantaanlaakso. 
Horse clusters in Espoonkartano, Röylä-Snettans, Seutula-Riipilä, 
Hakunila, Östersundom, Söderkulla-Immersby and South Sipoo have been 
complemented with new urban development that acknowledges the horse 
activities and draws positive energy from it. In the heart of  a horse cluster, 
one or two large riding centers provide the competence and spaces to 
arrange training, competitions and events. Private horse owners from the 
nearby villages and neighborhoods can easily profit them too via internal 
bridle path connections. Horse friendly neighborhoods and new stables 
have been established in the horse clusters. 

Equine tourism has become a viable branch of  travel industry and attracts 
thousands of  travelers annually.

7.1 The new network
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Fig. 17 Vision for new horse and riding network

Map is based on materials provided by Maanmittauslaitos, Suomen ympäristökeskus SYKE, SYKE/YKR, Ely-keskukset, Liikennevirasto, Uudenmaan liitto
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Fig. 18 Characteristics of the new network 1:150 000
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Urban riding centers offer services for the urban horse enthusiasts. Stables 
connect to the bridle route network via green fingers. Majority of  urban 
riding centers have a bridle route connection to the peri-urban countryside. 
Official urban bridle routes serve safe outdoor riding and enable occasional 
long riding treks for even the most urban horse enthusiasts. The bridle 
route network benefits from forested outdoor recreational areas, national 
parks and cultural landscapes that provide varied riding terrain. Bridle 
routes promote continuity and connectivity of  green connections. 

Some stables cannot be linked to the network due to surrounding urban 
structures and traffic infrastructures. Their bridling possibilities should be 
secured locally. Bridle paths could be established in the adjacent green 
areas, for instance. 

The peri-urban zone features primary horse activity areas with riding 
centers, stables for private horse keeping and experiential stables serving 

travelers and equine tourism. Private, lifestyle driven horse keeping is 
directed to and encouraged in the vicinity of  existing horse activity areas. 
Planning of  horse villages and municipal bridle routes are used as tools to 
manage the horse sector in the rural zone.

Municipal and intermunicipal bridle routes connect horse clusters in the 
peri-urban and rural zone. Extensive network of  routes serves different 
stables in several ways by enabling different activities and functions. 
Complete bridle route network could incorporate uses ranging from pony 
treks for tourists to target-oriented endurance riding training, for example. 

Bridle route planning and construction encourages new stable enterprises 
to be situated close to the routes, which promotes the establishment of  
new horse clusters in desired zones. Concentrating horse activities to 
certain sites makes their planning, steering and monitoring easier. Cultural 
landscapes and landscape values form a starting point for new bridle routes 

and horse clusters. This way, horse activities can be directed to areas, which 
not only offer good preconditions for horse keeping but whose historical, 
functional and landscape values can be feasibly preserved and enhanced 
through horse activities. 

In the current peri-urban zone, horse clusters could be united into a strong 
chain by intermediary bridle routes. These chains would form the primary 
bridle route connection for some major riding centers and allow bridling 
connections even outside of  the study area. These chains would also be 
spared from extensive urbanization, therefore creating new multifunctional 
green fingers within expanding urban fabric. Since these horse activity 
chains are mostly found in valuable cultural landscapes, promoting them 
would also preserve and maintain the landscape values. 
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Different city zones feature different kinds of  stable types. The urban core 
may feature more open, easily accessible riding schools with lots of  visitors 
whereas private and recreational stables benefit from the calmer peri-urban 
and rural environments. The spatial distribution of  certain stable types on 
different city zones cannot be strictly defined. Depending on the local 
conditions, riding schools may be situated in the rural zone and training 
centers in the dense urban core. Different types can also be merged or 
clustered. Space requirements for different stable types vary. Therefore, 
in urban planning different stable types can be favored primarily through 
space reservations. 

Neighborhood riding centers

25-50 horses
The stable provides riding lessons and other horse 
related activities for horse enthusiasts who cannot or 
do not want to keep their own horses. These stables 
are primarily situated in the urban zone and they are 
distributed evenly in order to maximize the accessibility 
of horse related activities and riding lessons. 

The stable is situated in a multifunctional green 
area within the urban fabric. It is easily accessible 
by walking, bike and public transport. Along with 
horse activities, the stable provides complementary 
recreational and well-being services, such as group 
sports, youth activities and public events. The stable 
may also feature commercial and restaurant services.

The surrounding green area functions as a public 
park. There are bridle routes surrounding the 
stable for everyday use and a safe connection to 
the intermunicipal bridle route network for special 
occasions.

The stable maintains the historical production 
landscape and outbuildings in the manor setting and 
justifies the preservation of  manor landscape even 
within the urban core. The stable activities promote 
the protection of  cultural historical values. 

Large training and competition centers

50-100 horses
Separate large riding center or cluster of stables that 
serves the needs of professional training, national and 
international competitions and large horse related 
events. The center attracts especially horse-oriented 
users and visitors. Large center collects users from the 
whole region. 

The riding center is situated outside of  the urban 
core but it is still easily accessible by public transport. 
The regular users likely use their own cars.

The center requires multiple riding arenas, vast 
outdoor spaces for horses and space for parking. 
Parking spaces are required separately for cars and 
horse trailers. There should also be free space that can 
be used temporarily for parking or accommodating 
horses during competitions or other events. There 
are good bridling possibilities in the surrounding 
landscape as well as cross-country training tracks 
for different equestrian disciplines.

The manor landscape provides a classy background 
for professional horse activities. The manor may 
serve as a club house and restaurant similarly to 
many golf  courses. The manor may feature farming 
activities and apply circular economy ideas on site. 
The manor could provide accommodation for 
visitors during courses or training camps. 

Experince stables

10-25 horses
These stables provide tourism and program services for 
groups, tourists and individual visitors at all ages and 
skill levels. The activities may range from horse treks to 
riding camps, shows and events. 

The stable is situated in a protected cultural 
landscape or close to the national park. The stable 
uses the intermunicipal bridle route network for 
its activities. The stable cooperates with nearby 
restaurant and accommodation service providers or 
arranges catering and accommodation on site. The 
stable may also arrange public events, keep a petting 
zoo or provide sport and well-being services.

The manor landscape serves as a classy background 
and marketing asset for the activities. It provides an 
experiential environment and atmosphere. 

The following suggestions for stable typologies derive from the analysis 
of  existing manor stable types and the future needs and potentials of  
metropolitan horse keeping. Possible role of  manor and cultural landscape 
for the stable activities is described as well.

Recreational and private stables

10-25 horses
These stables provide horse keeping services and 
training for private horse owners. Horse owners frequent 
the stable on a daily basis. They want to combine 
urban lifestyle with horse keeping and countryside 
atmosphere. Private stable 

The stable is a part of  larger horse cluster in a 
cultural landscape that is situated in the urban fringe, 
remnant rural pocket within urban fabric or in the 
peri-urban countryside. The stable is well accessible 
from the nearby housing areas. The stable may 
also be a part of  a horse village or horse friendly 
neighborhood.

The stable is well connected to the intermunicipal 
bridle route network via green fingers. Extensive 
bridle routes provide variation and nature 
experiences for private horse owners. 

The stable operates in a manor landscape that 
features some agricultural fields. Manor buildings 
serve as private homes. There are good possibilities 
for local circular economy projects in terms of  
forage production, nutrient recycling or small-
scale energy production in cooperation with local 
farmers.

7.2 Urban stable typologies
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7.3 Municipal horse strategy 

Today, none of  the studied municipalities has an articulated strategy 
concerning their horse sector. Horses and equine activities may be 
mentioned in land-use planning documents, but the big picture is 
fragmented and ambiguous. All the municipalities included in this study 
would benefit from a clear horse strategy that expresses the aims and 
objectives about the horse activities in the municipality. The model for a 
municipal horse strategy presented here is adapted from the suggestion by 
Hästsam- research group (Andersson and Eklund, 2011, p. 134).

The aim of  municipal horse strategy would be to secure the balanced 
development of  horse sector in the municipality. It should include both 
physical dimensions, such as land use planning goals and principles, and 
administrational aspects. Horse sector is related to various disciplines and 
departments in the municipal organization. One aim for the horse strategy 
would be to integrate and clarify the responsibilities of  different municipal 
organs in relation to its horse sector. For example, horse strategy could 
include objectives for the use of  horse sector in youth work, recreation 
and sport services and social and health care. A multidisciplinary steering 
group that would also supervise its implementation would define the 
strategy goals.

The knowledge about existing horse activities forms a base for the 
horse strategy. The municipal environmental health departments are 
already obliged to keep track on the number of  stables and horses in the 
municipality. The steering group is needed to process this information, 
recognize emerging patterns and planning tasks, and define the municipal 
vision and objectives for equine sector. The horse strategy would be then 
implemented primarily through land use planning system.

Land use planning and urban design play an important role in the 
development of  horse sector. Therefore, municipal horse strategy should 
include rather clear land use planning principles for existing and future 

horse activities. The strategy could name the primary horse activity areas 
and their planning principles. These principles would include, for instance, 
the desired stable types (private horse keeping or riding schools), principles 
of  their environmental management, relationship of  horse facilities to 
other functions, especially housing, the buffer zone recommendations for 
different areas, and ideas for future development of  horse activities in the 
area. The strategy should also include the planning principles for bridle 
routes and their relation to traffic infrastructures and green areas.

The desired horse activity areas and long bridle routes connecting them 
would be marked in the general plan. The master plan would then steer 
the development on the detailed level by securing the adequate spaces for 
riding, animal well-being and environmental management on site.

Considering horses in cultural landscapes, guidelines for preservation of  
the historical and natural values could be stated in the horse strategy as 
well. These could include, for instance, guidelines for the use of  historical 
buildings and objectives for the landscape management on site. Especially 
in urbanizing landscape, defining the physical features and desired 
uses of  manor stable combinations is quite important due to multiple 
interests related to these sites. The work would involve master planning 
professionals, building supervision and museum officials.

In areas without valid master plans, the role of  building supervision is 
crucial in terms of  protection of  historical and built heritage values as 
well as landscape and visual impacts. When a stable is introduced to a 
delicate environment, such as manor, or an existing stable is expanded, the 
building supervision is responsible for deciding if  the plan can be executed 
or if  additional studies or planning requirement decision are needed. 
Horse strategy could state the areas and cases where implementation or 
expansion of  horse activities should be carried out with special care.

The biggest challenge for creating and supervising a municipal horse 
strategy is the lack of  existing framework for it. Organizing such work 
would likely require creation of  new administrational organs, such as 
steering groups, as well as new procedures and resources. Additionally, 
existing examples of  horse strategies are rare. The planning principles, 
environmental policies and guidelines concerning horse keeping in 
Finland are often scattered, inconsistent or developed for peri-urban and 
rural conditions. Collecting and defining the municipal horse strategy for 
an urban zone from the available models would require new research and 
work.

A mediating organ between municipality decision makers and equine sector 
would also be called for. Apart from some exceptions, horse enthusiast are 
rarely organized on a municipal level. Municipality-wide horse association 
or cooperative would be highly beneficial in supervising horse sector’s 
interests and advocating for horse-oriented planning when needed.

The municipal level is likely the most efficient scale to manage horse 
sector. Smaller initiatives neglect the bigger picture and easily miss good 
opportunities. On the other hand, regional planning scale cannot address 
many horse related planning task as flexibly and quickly as required. 
Therefore, municipality-wide initiatives to steer and manage the equine 
activities are strongly encouraged. In the capital region, cooperation 
between municipalities in horse related issues is very important as well 
since metropolitan horse keeping most often transcends the municipal 
borders.
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Summary

In Finland, horse economy has been studied mostly on a general level (in 
the scale of  whole country) and especially in the point of  view of  peri-
urban and rural environments. There is very little research about horse 
keeping in cities in Finland. Urbanizing horse sector is a new thing for 
all actors from land use planners to stable owners. Number of  domestic 
references of  truly urban stables and bridle routes is still very small. Horse 
keeping may also take new and surprising directions in urban environments 
in the future. Urban horse sector would require more research, as well as 
visionary dreaming about what it could be.

One of  the most important findings in this study was the beneficial 
reciprocal relationship between urban and peri-urban horse sector and 
cultural environments. In the Helsinki region, manors serve as important 
operational spaces for many stables especially in Espoo, Sipoo and 
Helsinki. Large cultural landscapes in North and West Espoo and Vantaa 
and Sipoo river valleys provide space for a varied range of  horse keeping 
and horse related activities. In turn, horse activities help in preserving the 
characteristics of  cultural landscapes in several ways. In densifying cities, 
historical manor landscapes offer horse activities a natural space within the 
urban fabric. Manor stable combination forms an active, multifunctional 
building block in the contemporary, multilayered cityscape.

This study identified the most important horse activity clusters in the 
Helsinki Metropolitan Area and detected clear forthcoming changes in 
their land use in the future. Peri-urban horse activity zones of  today are 
likely to become more and more characterized by urban or suburban 
residential housing. The magnitude of  change will be greatest in the 
western border of  Espoo, Kivistö area in Vantaa and Östersundom in 
Helsinki. In these areas, horse sector should really be taken into account 
in planning since they could provide valuable references about integrating 

pre-existing horse facilities into new urban fabric. Securing existing horse 
activities would also help in preserving the features of  cultural landscape 
and associated ecosystem services in the new urbanizing neighborhoods. 
Planning solutions that do not acknowledge the pre-existing horse sector 
may in turn lead to a decrease of  horse activities and riding possibilities. 

Vision presented in this thesis is based on the observations made during 
the thesis work. On one hand, expanding urbanization affects horse sector 
by both decreasing and boosting its possibilities. On the other hand, horse 
sector itself  offers interesting options to create new solutions for green 
infrastructures and cultural environments within cityscape. This thesis 
defined the guiding principles for the physical framework of  future horse 
and riding network and stated the most important horse activity areas and 
potential bridle route connections in the study area. 

Horse sector needs steering in municipal land use planning in order to 
secure the easy access to riding and horse keeping services and to avoid 
negative effects and conflicts. Means to direct the development are 
different in the peri-urban zone and urban core. In the urban areas with 
valid master plans, municipal land use planning has a big role in defining 
the framework for horse activities. In the peri-urban and rural zones, 
the role of  building supervision is emphasized. Horse-related planning 
responsibility can be divided between several actors and authorities even 
inside one municipality. That is why in most cases it would be beneficial to 
formulate a municipal horse strategy. The strategy would provide planners 
and authorities at all levels a clear objective and directory concerning horse 
activities in the municipality.

The possibilities of  municipalities to steer the horse sector are restricted 
to some extent by the private character of  horse keeping activities. 

Communicative planning, proactive initiatives and space reservations 
could be the main tools to attract horse activities to desired areas.

This study identified different stable typologies and collected material 
and ideas for further studies on urban stables.  The definition of  detailed 
information about area requirements, adequate dimensioning or buffer 
zones of  stables in cities was not possible within the framework of  this 
thesis. Adequate space reservations for bridle routes and their relationship 
to other recreational routes and vehicular traffic are left to be defined in 
other studies as well. This kind of  studies would be much needed, however. 
Qualitative studies on existing urban stables would help in providing more 
information and tools for urban planning and planners who are not “horse 
people” themselves.

Space reservations for enhancing the conditions of  existing horse sector 
and securing its balanced future development are the most important 
issues in the study area at the moment.  Retrofitting horse activities to 
an already built city would be quite complicated. As the capital region is 
growing, it is very important that horse sector is involved and integrated in 
the plans. Cities need to be planned also for horses and horse enthusiasts. 
Manors and other cultural environments offer a viable platform for that.
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Terminology and translations

Ecosystem services and green infrastructures 
Ekosysteemipalvelut ja vihreä infrastruktuuri
Ecosystem services are material and immaterial goods and benefits that 
functioning natural ecosystems provide to humankind. The concept 
illustrates both the usefulness of  nature to people and the dependency of  
humankind from natural ecosystems. The different services are classified 
into provisioning services that include goods and raw materials, regulating 
and maintenance services that include various natural cycles that maintain 
life, and cultural ecosystem services that include mostly immaterial services 
related to the use and perception of  nature. Urban planning utilizes the 
concept of  green infrastructures as a strategic tool in evaluating and 
securing the provision of  ecosystem services. Green infrastructures are 
areas and sites that produce ecosystem services.
 (Regional Council of  Uusimaa, 2015, p.14-15). 

Nationally valuable landscapes, Valtakunnallisesti arvokkaat 
maisema-alueet
There are 156 areas in Finland that have been classified as nationally 
valuable landscapes. They represent the cultural landscapes of  the country, 
and their value is based on culturally significant natural diversity, cultivated 
agricultural landscape and traditional architecture. The landscapes were 
selected in 1995 by a decision-in-principle by the Government. 
(Ympäristö.fi, 2017)

Nationally important cultural historical environments, 
or National built heritage, Valtakunnallisesti arvokkaat rakennetut 
kulttuuriympäristöt, RKY
The National Board of  Antiquities has prepared and maintains an inventory 
of  nationally important cultural historical environments, RKY 2009. 
(Regional Council of  Uusimaa, 2017)

Regionally important cultural environments
Regionally important cultural environments are inventoried by regional 
councils and marked into regional plans. They are taken into account 
in municipal planning. In the Uusimaa region, the report of  regionally 
important cultural environments was prepared by The Regional Council 
of  Uusimaa in 2012. 
(Regional Council of  Uusimaa, 2017)

planning requirement decision, suunnittelutarveratkaisu
“A statutory decision of  the local authority usually needed for a building 
project in an area requiring planning before the consideration of  a building 
permit. In the planning requirement decision it is investigated whether the 
project 1) does not hinder planning or other organization of  land use, 2) 

does not lead to harmful settlement development, 3) is appropriate with 
regard to the landscape and does not hinder preservation of  the values 
of  the natural or cultural environment, nor provision to meet recreational 
needs. The term as such does not exist in the legislation, but is widely 
used both in the planning practice and the guidelines of  the environmental 
administration. “ (Commin, 2017)

eventing, kenttäratsastus
Equestrian discipline and Olympic sport. A three-day competition 
comprises three parts: dressage, cross-country and jumping. 

harness driving, valjakkoajo
Equestrian discipline where horse pulls a carriage. 

dressage, kouluratsastus
Basic equestrian discipline where the horse and its rider perform different 
movements and figures in different gaits.

shed stable
Stable type, where horses may move freely between indoors and outdoors.
 
The following translations for different 
plans and planning levels were used in this thesis:
asemakaava: detailed plan, master plan
yleiskaava: general plan
osayleiskaava: partial local master plan
maakuntakaava: regional plan 



Lost manor 

Kuninkaantie historical road

Nature conservation area

Regionally important cultural environment

Nationally valuable landscape 

National built heritage (RKY)  

Manor 

10km
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Appendix

Built heritage and cultural landscape classifications in the study area
1:150 000
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